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Abstract : This study examined the causes of declining tourist flows. The aim was to 

establish the effect of visa restrictions on South African nationals travelling to the 

United Kingdom.  In addition, it was sought to determine if other factors influenced  

the decline in South Africans nationals visiting the United Kingdom. Qualitative 

interviews were conducted with travel agency personnel, to gain an understanding of 

travel patterns and market trends (over a number of years) for South African nationals 

visiting the United Kingdom.  A survey was conducted with South African nationals 

who qualified as potential travellers to the United Kingdom. The survey was a 

quantitative means to evaluate information gathered from the qualitative interviews. It 

also served as a means of triangulation. Responses from survey respondents confirmed 

findings gathered from qualitative interviews, while also indicating the relevance of 

the visa restriction being the most significant deterrent for South Africans when 

deciding to visit the United Kingdom. In light of these findings, it is suggested that the 

United Kingdom simplify the visa application process and reduce the visa cost, by 

extending the validity of the standard visa, in order to reduce the resentment and 

negative feelings South African nationals towards the United Kingdom visa 

requirement.  

 

Source : Wikipedia.org/South-Africa–United Kingdom relations 
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Terms used in this paper : 

 

 

Countries and Currencies : 

 

SA – South Africa 

 

UK – United Kingdom 

 

GBP – British Pound 

 

ZAR – South African Rand 

 

 

Associations and Organisations : 

 

BRICS (Brazil, Russia, India, China, South Africa) – An association of emerging economies 

 

ECOWAS – Economic Community of West African States 

 

EU – European Union 

 

GCC – Gulf Cooperation Council 

 

OECD – Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development 

 

SADC (South African Development Community) – a regional association of emerging economies in 

Africa 

 

STATSSA – Statistics South Africa, the national statistical service of South Africa. 

 

Visit Britain – VisitBritain is the name used by the British Tourist Authority, the tourist board of 

Great Britain (incorporated under the Development of Tourism Act 1969) 

 

 

Visas : 

 

Visa – permission or authorization which is required to enter a country 

 

Visa free – no visa is required for tourist visits to a country. 

 

Visa on arrival – a visa which is issued on arrival in a country 

 

E-visa – a visa which is obtained online, before arriving in a country  

 

Transit-Visa – a visa which is required in order to transfer between connecting flights, in a country. 

 

Visa Regime – The system or practice of requiring a visa (by a country or government)  
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Types of travel : 

 

 

Business travel – a business trip 

 

Corporate travel – travelling for business-related purposes (business trips) 

 

Leisure travel – travelling for recreation purposes (holidays) 

 

VFR (Visiting Friends and Family/Relatives)– a form of travel involving a visit where either (or 

both) the purpose of the trip or the type of accommodation involves visiting friends / relatives. 

 

 

Travel terminology : 

 

 

Country of residence - If a person resides for more than one year in a given country and has his/her 

centre of economic interest there (e.g. his/her major source of income), he/she is considered as a 

resident of this country.          (source : South African Tourism) 

 

International traveller - Any person on a trip between two or more locations in different countries.  

 

International visitor - Any person who travels to a country other than that in which he/she has 

his/her residence but outside his/her usual environment for a period of less than 12 months, and 

whose main purpose of visit is other than the exercise of an activity remunerated from within the 

country visited.         (source : South African Tourism) 

 

Long-haul visitor – A traveller who originates from a country far away from the destination country. 

 

Same day visitor – A visitor who visits a place for less than one night.  

 

Source country : The country where tourists come from (their home country). 

 

Stopover visitor – A visitor who visits a place for a short period, while en-route to another 

destination. 

 

Tourist – A visitor who stays at least one night in the place visited. Usual environment - To be 

outside the ‘usual environment’ the person should travel more than 40 kilometres from his/her place 

of residence (one way) AND the place should NOT be visited more than once a week. This includes 

place of work and place of study. Leisure and recreational trips are included irrespective of 

frequency.         (source : South African Tourism) 

 

Trip - A journey undertaken by one or more members of the household for at least one night away 

from home, where a person did not receive any remuneration (did not make any profit) at that 

destination. It is important to note that a trip must be complete. That means a trip is only applicable 

when a person returns to his/her place of residence.         (source : South African Tourism) 

 

Visitor - Any person travelling to a place other than that of his/her usual environment for less than 

12 months, and whose main purpose of the trip is other than the exercise of an activity remunerated 

from within the place visited.         (source : South African Tourism) 
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CHAPTER 1 

 

The main aims of this chapter are to give some background as to what prompted the undertaking of 

this study, which examines the influence of visas on tourism flows. This chapter gives a background 

to the historical relationship between South Africa and the UK, as well as the current state of relations.    

 

1.   Introduction  

 

The number of South Africans visiting the United Kingdom has decreased significantly from an 

amount of over 350 000 visitors per year in (2006), to less than 200 000 visitors per year (in 2016). 

Although, South Africa has become a small source market for the United Kingdom’s overall tourism 

tally, it remains a significant one. Before 1961, South African citizens could simply arrive in the U.K. 

without restriction, as if it was a domestic trip from the Union of South Africa, passports were not 

even stamped 1 . Unrestricted bilateral movement for nationals of both countries continued for many 

years thereafter. 

 

There was growing intolerance of British interference in South Africa’s internal affairs. Increasing 

interest in self-governance in many colonised nations was growing in the 1960s (other countries in 

the British Commonwealth such as India, Uganda, Kenya, Ghana, Zambia and others were moving 

toward independence).  In 1960 the South African Prime Minister gave South Africans an opportunity 

to vote in a referendum regarding independence. Votes showed 52% in favour of independence. On 

31 May 1961, South Africa became a republic with its own independent government and withdrew 

from the Commonwealth. The free entry for nationals of both countries continued even after South 

Africa declared itself a republic and withdrew from the British Commonwealth in 1961.  This 

relationship benefitted the people and the economies of both countries, with convenient movement 

of people, goods, services and ideas in both directions. South Africa remained a significant and 

strategic country for the United Kingdom, even though it had become a self-governing republic 

outside of the Commonwealth.  Then in 1994, an election in South Africa, resulted in the 

establishment of a democratically elected government. South Africa re-joined the British 

Commonwealth later in 1994. This helped to reposition South Africa after a period of icy relations 

with many Commonwealth countries, who influenced South Africa’s exit from the Commonwealth 

in 1961.  

 

There is a large number of South Africans who have British ancestry. British culture is favoured and 

                                                
1 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/South_African_nationality_law 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/South_African_nationality_law
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practised by many South Africans. South Africans could visit the United Kingdom with ease until 

2009, when the United Kingdom implemented visa restrictions against South Africa.  The number of 

South Africans who visited the United Kingdom stood at approximately 300 000 per year before the 

visa restriction was initiated. Since the visa regime was implemented, the number of South Africans 

visiting the United Kingdom has been in decline.  

 

Tourist flows are important for the sustainability of the tourism industry in any country. Tourism 

benefits economies and societies, so a significant decline in the number of tourists from a strategically 

important source country is worthy of investigation.   

 

1.1  Background 

 

South Africa, once a colony of the British Empire - and still a member of the British Commonwealth 

- has strong economic, social and cultural ties with the United Kingdom. South Africa has always 

been of strategic importance to Britain 2.  A number of South Africans have British ancestry and there 

are strong links between people in both countries.  South Africa benefits from a large number of 

British visitors each year.  Britain is consistently placed among the top source countries for incoming 

tourists to South Africa (Fig 1). The number of tourists from the United Kingdom to South Africa in 

2017 amounted to 447 901 (Fig 1, SAT Annual report, 2017). British visitors find value in South 

Africa, as it is an affordable destination for British visitors - whose currency, the British Pound holds 

great value against the South African local currency (South African Rand). The physical location of 

the two countries means that British travellers do not suffer from major jetlag when travelling to 

destinations like South Africa because the UK is only one or two hours behind South Africa 

(depending on the time of year). The favourable climate in South Africa is another reason why British 

tourists enjoy visiting South Africa.  British passport-holders do not require visas to enter the 

Republic of South Africa for tourist or business visits.  

 

                                                
2 https://www.theguardian.com/world/2013/may/02/southafrica-aid 

 

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2013/may/02/southafrica-aid
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Fig 1. Tourist arrivals into South Africa, Comparing 2016 to 2017.   Source : SAT Annual Report, STATSSA 

 

The same cannot be said for the flow of tourists from South Africa to the United Kingdom. In light 

of the fact that there are historically strong ties between the two countries, there is reason for strong 

tourist flows in both directions, from South Africa and from the United Kingdom. Since 2006 the 

number of South Africans visiting the United Kingdom has declined (Fig 2).  VisitBritain (the national 

tourist board responsible for tourism promotion to the United Kingdom) reports declining tourist 

flows from South Africa. As a sizable portion of the South African English-speaking community have 

cultural and ancestral links with United Kingdom, it is customary for these groups of the population 

to visit family and relatives in the United Kingdom.  

 

 
 

Fig 2. Number of South Africans visiting the United Kingdom, 2002 to 2017  (source : www.visitbritain.org/markets/south-africa) 

 

The number of South Africans with British ancestry is reported (by the Foreign and Commonwealth 
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Office, in the UK) to be over 1.6 million (Fig 3). Visit Britain shows that nearly 50% of all South 

African tourists to the United Kingdom in 2017 were categorised as Visiting Friends and Relatives 

(VFR) visitors (Fig 4).  This is in line with the fact that a number of South Africans have British 

ancestry. Thus, a phenomenon of sustained visits to the United Kingdom should be evident.   

 

 
Fig 3.  Number of South Africans with British ancestry    (source : https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/British_diaspora) 

 

 
 

Fig 4.  Purpose of South Africans’ travel to the United Kingdom, 2017   (source : www.visitbritain.org/markets/south-africa) 

 

The average length of stay in the United Kingdom, by South African visitors in 2017 was 13.53 days 

(Fig 5).  South African visitors are long-haul visitors who tend to stay in the United Kingdom for 

longer times than short-haul visitors. This is understandable since the two countries are far apart. 

Visits would not occur frequently but would instead be for longer durations. The number of South 

African visitors to the United Kingdom amounted to 230 081, in 2017 (Fig 5). South African tourists 

contributed £ 260. 58 million (British Pounds) to the British economy in 2017 (Fig 5).   This is a 

significant amount of money. 
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Fig 5. Overview of South African visits to United Kingdom, 2017  (source : www.visitbritain.org/markets/south-africa) 

  

In March 2007, the United Kingdom conducted tests on visa-waiver nationalities (who could enter its 

borders without a visa).  In July 2008, eleven countries including South Africa, were given notice that 

they needed to “address passport security and integrity risks” to be able to maintain visa free entry to 

Britain  3.  For six months thereafter, the UK collaborated with these 11 countries to reduce their 

safety risks to the UK. Reasons for the safety risk include : passport security and integrity; the degree 

of co-operation over deportation / removal of these countries' nationals (from the UK); levels of ille-

gal working in the UK and other immigration abuse (such as fraudulent asylum claims) and levels of 

crime and terrorism risk posed to the UK. Insufficient efforts were made by some of the countries, 

resulting in new visa rules being announced on 9 January 2009, requiring citizens of Bolivia, Leso-

tho, South Africa and Swaziland to obtain visas before arrival. South Africa was late to make the 

required security improvements to its passports. The South African government introduced new pass-

ports in April 2009, containing embedded biometric data chips and added security features. This 

brought South African passports in line with International Civil Aviation Organisation  (ICAO) stand-

ards 4.  South Africa has requested several times for the visa-regime to be removed but without suc-

cess.  

 

Since the visa regime was initiated, there has been a decline in the number of South African visitors 

to the United Kingdom.   There is a negative relationship between travel visa requirements and travel 

flows (Lawson and Roychoudhury, 2016). National carrier, South African Airways cut flights from 

both Cape Town 5  and Johannesburg 6  to London, in response to declining passenger demands on 

                                                
3https://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20080806121854/http://www.ukba.homeoffice.gov.uk/sitecontent/newsartic

les/resultsofBritainsfirstglobal 
4 https://www.gemalto.com/govt/customer-cases/south-africa-passport 
5 https://centreforaviation.com/analysis/reports/south-african-airways-ends-cape-town-london-service-for-bigger-

growth-in-west-africa-and-beyond-75711 
6 https://www.businesstraveller.com/business-travel/2018/02/01/south-african-airways-cut-heathrow-johannesburg-

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bolivia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lesotho
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lesotho
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/South_Africa
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Swaziland
https://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20080806121854/http:/www.ukba.homeoffice.gov.uk/sitecontent/newsarticles/resultsofBritainsfirstglobal
https://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20080806121854/http:/www.ukba.homeoffice.gov.uk/sitecontent/newsarticles/resultsofBritainsfirstglobal
https://www.gemalto.com/govt/customer-cases/south-africa-passport
https://centreforaviation.com/analysis/reports/south-african-airways-ends-cape-town-london-service-for-bigger-growth-in-west-africa-and-beyond-75711
https://centreforaviation.com/analysis/reports/south-african-airways-ends-cape-town-london-service-for-bigger-growth-in-west-africa-and-beyond-75711
https://www.businesstraveller.com/business-travel/2018/02/01/south-african-airways-cut-heathrow-johannesburg-frequency/
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these routes. And in June 2019, British Airways will also reduce the frequency of its flights between 

London and Johannesburg 7. 

 

Obtaining a UK visa is a tedious exercise which represents a challenge for many people. The cost and 

hassle of obtaining a visa is a hurdle for many travellers. There are over 200 000 South African 

citizens living in the United Kingdom 8 , which means there would be a sizable number of visitors 

from South Africa going over to Britain as Visiting Friends and Relatives type visitors. Interest groups 

in South Africa and in Britain have for years been lobbying for the United Kingdom to remove the 

visa requirement as it is an obstacle for family members to travel from South Africa to Britain 9 . To 

date there has been no progress on this. In 2013, Britain announced that it would be cutting direct aid 

to South Africa (valued at 19 million British Pounds per year) 10 .  This action caused strained bilateral 

relations and has contributed to a redefined relationship between the two countries.  

 

In 2007, South Africa held fifth position (behind America, Australia, Canada and Japan) among 

Britain’s top tourist source markets (excluding European countries), when visa-free entry was 

allowed for South African citizens 11 . Visit Britain had offices in Johannesburg, which were 

responsible for promoting tourism to Britain. South Africa was then viewed as a primary source 

market. Since the visa regime was initiated in March 2009, South Africa’s tourist numbers to the 

U.K. have dropped. Visit Britain announced that South Africa was one of the five fastest declining 

visitor markets to the United Kingdom 12.  In its annual report 2017, Visit Britain refers to South 

Africa as a secondary source market (Fig 6). This is evidence of the change in status of South 

Africa, as far as tourism to the U.K. is concerned. Secondary source markets are countries where 

Visit Britain does not have a physical presence (in-country offices).  Visit Britain closed its office in 

Johannesburg in 2007, and therefore no longer has an in-country marketing presence in South 

Africa. Marketing of the UK is supposedly handled by third parties in South Africa. 

 

                                                
frequency/ 
7 http://www.tourismupdate.co.za/article/191029/BA-reduces-JNB-London-frequency/  
8 https://www.politicsweb.co.za/news-and-analysis/how-many-south-africans-have-left-the-country 
9 https://city-press.news24.com/News/campaign-launch-to-restore-visa-free-travel-to-the-uk-20161102 
10 https://www.theguardian.com/global-development/2013/apr/30/south-africa-aid-cut-uk 
11 https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/africaandindianocean/southafrica/4571306/South-Africans-wanting-to-

visit-the-UK-now-need-a-visa.html 
12 https://www.news24.com/Travel/SAA-drops-unprofitable-UK-route-20120606 

 

https://www.businesstraveller.com/business-travel/2018/02/01/south-african-airways-cut-heathrow-johannesburg-frequency/
http://www.tourismupdate.co.za/article/191029/BA-reduces-JNB-London-frequency/
https://www.politicsweb.co.za/news-and-analysis/how-many-south-africans-have-left-the-country
https://city-press.news24.com/News/campaign-launch-to-restore-visa-free-travel-to-the-uk-20161102
https://www.theguardian.com/global-development/2013/apr/30/south-africa-aid-cut-uk
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/africaandindianocean/southafrica/4571306/South-Africans-wanting-to-visit-the-UK-now-need-a-visa.html
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/africaandindianocean/southafrica/4571306/South-Africans-wanting-to-visit-the-UK-now-need-a-visa.html
https://www.news24.com/Travel/SAA-drops-unprofitable-UK-route-20120606
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Fig 6.  Britain’s secondary tourism markets, 2017  (source : www.visitbritain.org/markets/south-africa) 

 

The Anholt Nation Brands Index 2018, which measures global perceptions of countries, shows how 

nations find favourability and familiarity with the UK. In first position, South Africans identified the 

UK for favourability and placed the UK in third position for familiarity (Fig. 7). Given the 

favourability and familiarity South Africans find with the U.K., there is reason for sustainable tourist 

flows.  

 

 
 

Fig 7. UK rankings for favourability and familiarity    (source : Anholt Nation Brands Index 2018) 
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The United Kingdom receives huge numbers of visa applications per year. Not every application is 

successful. Countries with high numbers of rejections include Pakistan, Nigeria, Philippines, India 

and Turkey. If a country does not record a huge number of rejections, there is wonder if the visa 

restrictions are even necessary. South Africa shows a low number of rejections. Rejections of South 

African applications were 1.32% in Quarter 2 of 2017 (Fig 8). Since inception of the visa in 2009, 

the number of visa rejections for South African passport-holders remains extremely low, generally 

ranging from 1 to 4 percent, per quarter (Fig 9). 

 
 

Fig 8. Number of UK visa refusals/rejections in Quarter 2, 2017   (source : https://ukvisa.blog/2017/09/04/uk-visa-refusal-rate-by-
country-2017/) 

 

 
Fig 9. UK visas refusals/rejections for South African passport-holders, 2009 – 2018. 

(source :  https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/immigration-statistics-year-ending-december-2018/list-of-tables#visas)  
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The European Travel Commission released a report in November 2015, with recommendations for 

improvements to European countries’ visa regimes, in order to grow tourism. The report emphasizes 

the tourism and economic benefits which result from visa liberalisation. The report identifies 

numerous source markets which account for the majority of visa-constrained visits to European 

countries. South Africa is included in the list of source countries whose visits are constrained by visa 

regimes (Fig 9). To date, no changes have been made by the UK or European countries to include 

South Africa in visa-abolition or visa liberalisation efforts. This of course results in less tourism 

income for European countries.  

 
 

Fig 10. Suggestions for visa liberalisation (source : European Travel Commission Report, November 2015) 
 

 

Amid requests from South African government 13, calls from lobby groups in both countries 14 , 

improved security features of South African passports, suggestions for visa-liberalisation (by the 

European Travel Commission) and low rates of UK visitor visa rejections, the United Kingdom’s visa 

restrictions for South African passport-holders is still in place in 2019. This causes reduced interest, 

higher frustrations and increased animosity for South Africans who wish to visit the United Kingdom. 

It is also a loss of income for the economy of the United Kingdom.   

 

1.2  Purpose of investigation 

 

Since sustainable destination development relies on healthy tourist flows, this study seeks to explore 

whether the UK visa requirement (which came into effect in 2009) is responsible for the decline in 

South African visitors to the United Kingdom. Although the United Kingdom experiences huge 

annual flows of incoming visitors from countries all over the world, the reduction in South African 

tourist flows to the United Kingdom is significant, in light of the historic, cultural and social links 

                                                
13 https://www.intergate-immigration.com/blog/south-africans-require-visa-to-enter-uk-update/ 
14 https://www.1stcontact.com/blog/get-south-africa-on-the-uk-visa-free-list 

 

https://www.intergate-immigration.com/blog/south-africans-require-visa-to-enter-uk-update/
https://www.1stcontact.com/blog/get-south-africa-on-the-uk-visa-free-list
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between the two countries. This study, entitled “Investigating tourist flows from South Africa to the 

United Kingdom : Is the decline due to the implementation of the visa regime? Or have other factors 

influenced the decline?” seeks to explore the reasons for reduced tourist flows. The intention of this 

case study is to present the situation, from the South African perspective. There was no investigation 

or reflection from the perspective of the United Kingdom.  The precise economic value from declining 

South African tourism flows to the UK is not the purpose of this investigation. 

 

1.3  Literature Review 

 

A study of available literature relating to factors influencing tourist flows was made. The studies of 

visa policies are minimal.  Few scholarly articles exist on the topic of visas for tourists (Bangwayo-

Skeete and Skeete, 2017). The scholars who publish works in this area provided insight into the 

politics of tourism and the access to foreign spaces.   

 

Existing literature    

 

Bangwayo-Skeete and Skeete (2017) conducted empirical investigations using count regression 

modelling in studies which show that wealth, stability, financial depth and membership to alliances 

or networks are factors which improve unrestricted mobility for a nation. 

 

Neumayer (2005, 2006, 2010, 2011), a prolific scholar of works surrounding the topic of travel visas 

and impacts thereof, conducted several studies on access to foreign spaces. The results of these studies 

demonstrate that a nation’s wealth, political stability, trade agreements, prominence as a tourist source 

market and its geographical and cultural connectivity are important determinants of the accessibility 

of its nationals. 

 

Artal-Tur, Pallardo-Lopez and Requena-Silvente (2016) used panel data in theory – grounded gravity 

modelling to conclude that visa restrictions have a negative impact on international tourism flows. 

Findings suggest that visa restrictions are more detrimental for tourists from developed countries, 

rather than developing countries. Artal-Tur et al. (2016) also suggests that there is a clear and growing 

trend, towards a reduction in visa requirements during the last few decades. 

 

Vezzoli and Flahaux (2017) contribute toward understanding how colonial ties shape travel visa 

policies among countries that are members of the British Commonwealth. The study finds that post-

colonial ties are evolving yet travel visa requirements still tend to overlap and reinforce migration 
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regimes which were established in colonial times.  The article also finds that geopolitical interests 

have diverged, as post-colonial countries have begun to form strategic new alliances (regional or 

other).         

 

Push and Pull factors : 

 

Firstly, it is necessary to understand why people want to travel, for leisure purposes. Desire to travel 

is influenced by pull and push factors. These factors work together in influencing people to visit a 

destination. People travel to places because they are pushed by psychological motives and pulled by 

external forces of the destination they wish to visit (March and Woodside, 2005).   

 

Tourists are drawn to visit certain destinations because of reasons such as desire, seeking adventure, 

wanting to escape, need for relaxation and wanting to interact with family and friends (Seebaluck, 

Munhurrun, Naidoo and Rughoonauth, 2015).  These factors are personal motives which originate 

from within an individual. Push factors are therefore understood to be intrinsic factors which create 

an interest in travelling. Cultural proximity which is defined as sharing a common identity, a feeling 

of belonging to the same group and a degree of affinity (Felbermayr & Toubla, 2010) is attractive to 

potential visitors.  Tourists find destinations which have some similarities with their own culture 

especially favourable, because they feel safe and catered for (Seebaluck et al., 2015). Similarities 

with their own culture lends a feeling of familiarity (Burton, 1995). Weaver and Oppermann (2006) 

found that travellers are attracted to countries where their purchasing power is high, through low 

cost of goods and services.  

 

Tourists are attracted to destinations because of external influences. These influences originate 

because of the attractiveness of a destination (Seebaluck et al., 2015).  Pull factors include tangible 

aspects such as the physical place (attractions including landscapes, rivers, beaches and mountains 

etc) and intangible aspects such as publicity, marketing and promotion activities which paint images 

of destinations (Kassean and Gassita, 2013).   Consumers are pulled by external forces such as 

destination marketing, branding and promotion which also are powerful tools for competitive 

positioning of destinations (Baker and Cameron, 2008).  

 

A tourist's choice to visit a destination is influenced by both push and pull factors, which relate to 

intrinsic and extrinsic elements.   Push factors are known as being inner forces or intrinsic desires 

that push people to travel, while pull factors are mostly about external attributes which attract 

people to destinations (Seebaluck at al., 2015).     
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Why do visa restrictions exist ? 

 

Travel visas are used as a means of security, to safeguard a country and its society. They have been 

used as a ‘first line of defence’ to regulate the entry of undesirable non-citizens (Torpey, 1998).  

Countries use visa restrictions to limit the entry of unwelcome travellers (Artal-Tur et al., 2016). 

Poverty, political instability, war, conflict, human rights abuses are catalysts for migration (Neumayer, 

2005). Concerns about terrorism and national security, particularly among developed countries, is 

providing a basis for an increase in entry requirements (Bangwayo-Skeete and Skeete, 2017). 

 

The literature suggests that nationals of politically unstable and lower income countries are the 

recipients of more visa-restrictions.    Unstable countries are seen as likely to generate large numbers 

of refugees are thus considered security risks (Hobolth, 2014). There is fear that these visitors might 

abuse visa-free privileges and could engage in illegal activities and/or become refugees (Bangwayo-

Skeete and Skeete, 2017).  Visa restrictions is “a form of policing, which divides potential travellers 

into two categories: the legitimate, trustworthy travellers and travellers with dubious intentions 

(Hobolth 2014). 

 

Visas aim to curb the mobility of visitors who are viewed as undesirable, including asylum-seekers, 

“overstayers”, illegal migrants and illegal-workers (Neumayer, 2006.) Governments must maintain 

safety and order within a country. Visa restrictions are a means for a country, to manage the inward 

flow of individuals from other countries. Visas are a way of deterring visitors who pose security 

threats, including terrorists, criminals, and other high-risk visitors (Neumayer, 2006, Bangwayo-

Skeete and Skeete, 2017).   

 

Political reasons may also cause a country to impose travel restrictions upon its own nationals or 

nationals from other countries.  Visa restrictions perform a geostrategic role, by placing restrictions 

on hostile countries, yet granting easy access to friendly nations (Neumayer, 2010).  For example, the 

Israeli government (and other independent Islamic states) forbid entry of Israeli nationals to select 

countries 15.  Passport-holders of other independent states, who have Israeli entry stamps in their 

passports are also not welcomed in several Islamic states - that have hostile political relationships 

with Israel.  Mobility restrictions between countries therefore result from the relationship between 

states (Wang, 2004).     

                                                
15 https://www.telegraph.co.uk/travel/galleries/fascinating-facts-about-passports/israel-passport/ 

https://www.telegraph.co.uk/travel/galleries/fascinating-facts-about-passports/israel-passport/
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Countries may implement visa restrictions for nationals of certain countries due to low passport 

security features. The ability for passports to be fraudulently obtained or to be copied (counterfeited) 

is yet another cause for concern, which results in visa restrictions being raised against countries whose 

passports do not meet security criteria (Koslowsi, 2005). 

 

According to Siskin (2004), countries lose visa-free travel privileges (to the USA) when the number 

of visiting nationals overstay their permitted entry periods. To maintain the visa-free entry privilege 

to the USA, countries must maintain a “disqualification rate” of below 2 percent on average (Siskin 

2004). It is evident that the number of “overstayers” (visitors who stay longer than permitted) 

influences whether or not a country can retain visa-free entry privileges. 

 

Tourist visas are primarily used by governments to restrict entry into their countries but also, to raise 

revenue through charging a visa fee (Bangwayo-Skeete and Skeete, 2017). Countries like Egypt offer 

visas on arrival, to reduce visa processing costs. An estimated 5 million visa-requiring visitors entered 

Egypt in the year 2000, and with the visa costing USD 15 per applicant, this generated a total of USD 

75 million for the country (Neumayer, 2006). Hence the financial benefit of visa regimes for the 

economy.    

 

Why allow visa-free entry ? 

 

Visa-free entry is when entry to a country is permitted without the need for an entry permit or visa. 

The reasons for this include promoting economic and political interests (Neumayer, 2006). 

 

Countries that are major trading partners are unlikely to place visa restrictions on one another 

(Neumayer, 2006). This is to facilitate business dealings, the movement of international employees, 

partners and customers between countries (Bangwayo-Skeete and Skeete, 2017). 

 

Tourists from major tourist source countries are often granted visa-free access, to facilitate tourism 

flows.  Since tourist spending is a key source of income for the tourism industry, it is of interest for 

governments to allow tourists easy access to their country, particularly for tourists from major tourism 

source countries (Bangwayo-Skeete and Skeete, 2017).  For a destination or country to be attractive 

in a very competitive global tourist market, it makes sense for visa-free access to be offered to attract 

tourists (O’Byrne 2001). 
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Governments may not want to place visa restrictions on certain countries for political reasons.  Easy 

access is often maintained for “friendly nations” in an effort to maintain political or economic 

interests (Neumayer, 2006). In March 2013, Home Secretary Theresa May was alerted of the fact that 

the number of Brazilian illegal immigrants in the UK had surged. Yet, in the interest of developing  

economic ties with Brazil, it was decided to keep Brazil on the list of visa-exempt nationalities 16.      

 

Who does not need visas ? 

 

Variables such as wealth, political stability, financial depth and membership to the right type of 

social networks improve mobility (Bangwayo-Skeete and Skeete, 2017).  Geographical and cultural 

proximity have a strong influence on international tourism. Countries that share a common border, a 

similar culture or who speak the same language seem to be more open to unrestricted movement of 

their nationals. (Artal-Tur et al., 2016).   

 

Countries with mature democracies, stable governments and higher incomes tend to allow visa-free 

entry to each other. OECD (Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development) countries 

have fewer travel restrictions (Neumayer, 2006). There is correlation between higher income and 

freedom of movement.  Countries grant visa-free travel to high income countries, for economic 

reasons (Neumayer, 2006). Citizens from high income nations are perceived to be genuine visitors, 

who are unlikely to overstay in other countries (Bangwayo-Skeete and Skeete, 2017). These tourists 

are seen to be valuable to the economy and are therefore welcomed as they contribute to the economy 

in favourable ways.  As tourist income is a valuable contribution to host countries, the provision of 

easy access to dominant tourist source nations is a viable strategy (Bangwayo-Skeete and Skeete, 

2017).   

 

Conversely, poorer low-income countries are likely to exempt passport holders of high-income 

nations from visa requirements, in the hope of boosting tourism and foreign investments (Bangwayo-

Skeete and Skeete, 2017).  Countries with shared borders, culture and history have good reason to 

allow free movement of citizens. Such countries are less likely to impose restrictions on countries 

with shared geographical, historical or cultural links (Neumayer, 2006). 

 

Countries that belong to a bloc or alliance such as the EU (European Union), ECOWAS (Economic 

Community of West African States) or GCC (Gulf Cooperation Council) offer free movement 

                                                
16 https://www.bbc.com/news/uk-politics-21759744 

 

https://www.bbc.com/news/uk-politics-21759744
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between member states. Member countries allow visa-free entry to each other, to maintain relations 

and enable transactions. Artal-Tur et al. (2016) concluded that if countries are members of a regional 

economic agreement, arrivals increase by 13 percent. Neumayer (2006) states that Commonwealth 

countries are also more likely to grant visa-free access to each other.   

 

Vezzoli and Flahaux (2017) note the relevance of colonial history and of migration policies set by the 

former colonial state in shaping travel opportunities for citizens of former colonies.  They also point 

out that rich Commonwealth countries, emulate the travel visa policies adopted by developed 

countries (2017).  On the other hand, if member countries become politically unstable or war-torn, 

their freedom may become restricted. Neumayer, (2006) and Mau et al. (2015) suggest that colonial 

links can also result in stricter visa requirements between colonial states or former colonies.  

Zimbabwe is a typical example of this. After its flawed elections in 2001, Zimbabwe was suspended 

from the Commonwealth 17 , resulting in restriction of movements for Zimbabwean passport-holders. 

Vezzoli and Flahaux (2017) note that countries in the Commonwealth may raise visa regimes against 

other Commonwealth nations to restrict the entry and settlement of colonial immigrants. If a 

Commonwealth country forms an alliance with a separate group of countries, it is possible that its 

entry requirements change, to align with those of the new alliance (Vezzoli and Flahaux, 2017). 

 

What are the effects of visas ? 

 

Visa regimes are implemented for various reasons, yet their effects are wide ranging and have rather 

negative effects. General opinion agrees that visa restrictions reduce flows of visitors (Artal-Tur et 

al., 2016). The cost and hassle of obtaining entry visas is an obstacle for many travellers.  

 

Visitors from visa-requiring nations may view visa-requirements as an act of hostility towards them.  

Such restrictions are regarded as unfriendly acts or signs of suspicion against citizens of the affected 

country (Neumayer, 2006). Visas are an obstacle for travellers and can be viewed as powerful 

manifestations of inclusion and exclusion (Neumayer, 2006).  This helps create the perception by 

people from certain countries, that they are unwelcome and unwanted in other countries. Visa-

restrictions help to maintain unequal access to foreign spaces and to reinforce inequalities and 

disparities between rich and poor. (Neumayer, 2006).  

 

 

                                                
17 https://www.theguardian.com/world/2002/mar/20/qanda.zimbabwe 

 

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2002/mar/20/qanda.zimbabwe
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In countries where people have the potential and means to travel but still face visa restrictions, people 

often choose to travel to countries where they face no visa restriction (Artal-Tur et al., 2016).  This is 

a loss of income for the economy of the visa-requiring host destination.  Countries that host 

international events like the Olympic Games, World Cup sporting events, Formula One racing and 

other events stand to lose tourist income if their visa policy does not allow easy access to visitors.  

Tourism stakeholders in several countries during some of the recent Olympic Games in the US, China 

and the UK complained about the visa requirements hitting the tourism industry, causing many 

potential spectators to spend their money elsewhere (Song, Gartner and Tasci, 2012). 

 

Among the nations of the developing world, visa restrictions have the strongest negative effect on 

international arrivals from Sub-Saharan Africa and Central Asia (Artal-Tur et al., 2016).  International 

tourists coming from low-income countries of Latin America, East Asia, South Asia and Northern 

Africa appear not to be significantly affected. (Artal-Tur et al., 2016) 

 

What are the trends ? 

 

With the growth of tourism across the world and increasing globalisation, it seems that there is an 

increase in flexibility. Data shows an increasing trend in the reduction of visa requirements (Artal-

Tur et al., 2016). Yet, this shift towards more flexibility appears to be coming from lower income 

countries, instead of high-income countries (Artal-Tur et al., 2016). 

 

There also appears to be a shift from the traditional visa application process, which is lengthy, 

administrative and inconvenient. Many countries are now maintaining visa regimes, through more 

flexible and convenient methods. These include E-visas (Electronic Visas, which are obtained online, 

before arrival) and Visas-on-arrival (the visa is issued on arrival in the destination). These visas can 

be obtained for free or may be charged (depending on the countries concerned). Visas-on-arrival are 

favourable for tourists. They are considered as visa waivers because they need not to be obtained  

before travel (Artal-Tur et al., 2016).  Some countries implement visa liberalizations in the form of 

“visas on arrival”, to boost their tourism performance (Bangwayo-Skeete and Skeete, 2017). 
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Reciprocity (when liberalisation or enforcement of entry requirements is made equally by both 

countries) is a common feature in the process of cutting or raising visa restrictions (Artal-Tur et al., 

2016). This is evident more recently in the case of when New Zealand raised a visa regime against 

South Africa in 2016 18, South Africa reciprocated by requiring visas of New Zealand visitors to 

South Africa 19.  

 

The Facts 

 

Even though tourists may possess the required visa to enter a country, the visa is still no guarantee 

for entry. The final decision for entry is made at border control, regardless of whether the tourist has 

the required entry visa (Neumayer, 2006).  Passport control officers will check that tourists meet 

certain requirements such as having sufficient funds, confirmed accommodation and a ticket to their 

next destination.  Visitors can be harassed, detained, and summarily denied entry by border control 

agents (Lawson and Roychoudhury, 2016). This means that a visa does not guarantee entry to a 

country.  

 

Visitors must prove they are genuine visitors, to the passport officials at the border entry point, when 

entering a country. If visitors do not satisfy the passport control officer, they may be denied entry. 

Being denied entry means that visitors can be sent back to their home country (Neumayer, 2006). 

Nowadays, airlines are charged fines for passengers who are denied entry at the destination country. 

These fines are up to 3000 Euros for each refused passenger in the EU states 20 . Therefore, it is 

common practice for airline check-in staff to check validity of passports and visas when passengers 

check in (Neumayer, 2006). This is so that airlines do not incur fines for carrying passengers who do 

not meet entry requirements. 

 

Hirst and Thompson (1999) state that “people are less mobile than money, goods and ideas. People 

remain “nationalised” by virtue of passports, visas, residence and labour qualifications”.  Travel visas 

actually discourage genuine travellers from traveling, which is disadvantageous to destination country 

economies and global tourism ultimately (Bangwayo-Skeete and Skeete, 2017). 

 

 

                                                
18 http://visaapplications.org/za/new-zealand/new-zealand-visa.php 
19 https://www.traveller24.com/TravelPlanning/VisaInfo/new-zealand-visa-changes-the-first-of-many-new-visa-

restrictions-for-sa-immigration-20161214 
20 https://www.liberties.eu/en/news/why-refugees-do-not-take-the-plane/16529 

 

http://visaapplications.org/za/new-zealand/new-zealand-visa.php
https://www.traveller24.com/TravelPlanning/VisaInfo/new-zealand-visa-changes-the-first-of-many-new-visa-restrictions-for-sa-immigration-20161214
https://www.traveller24.com/TravelPlanning/VisaInfo/new-zealand-visa-changes-the-first-of-many-new-visa-restrictions-for-sa-immigration-20161214
https://www.liberties.eu/en/news/why-refugees-do-not-take-the-plane/16529
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1.4  Delimitations 

 

In order to reach scientific depth and quality, some delimitations were necessary. This thesis will 

focus on South African citizens who do not have dual nationality but who possess only a South 

African passport. These individuals must also have the ability to travel (finance, interest/desire or 

need). This report frequently uses figures and statistics for the year dated 2016 or 2017 as these were 

what was available or accessible at the time of doing this research. This case study represents the 

views from the South African perspective only. 
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CHAPTER  2 

 

2.  Theoretical Framework 

 

The author aims to understand the reason for the decline in tourist flows from South Africa to the 

United Kingdom in this research. This chapter starts by defining tourism flows and visa regulations. 

 

2.1  Tourism flows 

 

Since tourism makes a significant contribution to economic growth in many destinations (Marrocu & 

Paci, 2013) it has become necessary to examine tourism flows. Tourism flow is the special interaction 

(or flow) of tourists between two places : the generating area and the destination area (Marrocu & 

Paci, 2013). Generating areas are the country from which tourists originate. Destination areas are the 

country to which tourists travel. Marrocu and Paci (2013) explain that tourism flows incorporate 

demand factors (related to the origin country) and supply factors (related to the destination country).  

The generating country is seen to be providing the demand for a commodity (tourist visits). The 

destination country is seen to be providing the supply of the commodity (tourist products/services).  

Tourist flows are thus also influenced by push and pull factors, which were discussed in the literature 

review. 

 

2.2  Visas  

 

State actors have increasingly taken responsibility of regulating the status of people on their territory 

(Bigo et al., 2013). Visa regulations are a means for governments to control who enters their territory. 

At the same time, visas categorize people as citizens or foreigners (Bigo et al., 2013). Visas help to 

justify rights, entitlements and benefits of different categories of people in a territory (Bigo et al., 

2013).   The word visa originates from the Latin term “charta visa” which is translated as “paper 

which has been seen”(Wikipedia).  The word visa therefore implies that authority or permission has 

been granted to an individual, to entry a country or territory.  

 

A visa is therefore thought to be the permission, for a person to enter a territory or country. It usually 

takes the form of a sticker or a stamp in a  traveller’s travel document. It may also be an electronic 

authorization which can be printed off by the passport-holder and presented on arrival in the country 

to be visited (Wikipedia).  Visa applications in advance of arrival give countries a chance to consider 

an applicant's circumstances, such as financial security, reason for travelling, and details of previous 
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visits to the country (Bigo et al., 2013). Visitors might also be required to undergo security or health 

checks.  

 

Passports and visas became necessary after World War 1, which ended in 1918 (Wikipedia). Before 

that time, people in Western Europe easily moved between countries without documentation. After 

World War 1, passports and visas became common travel documents. Passports are considered 

primary travel documents and visas are considered secondary travel documents (Wikipedia). 

 

Some visas can be obtained on arrival in a country whilst others must be applied for before arriving 

in a country. Consulates or embassies commonly are the authorities who will issue visas.  Some visas 

may be issued on arrival in a country. This might be for a fee or for free, depending on the individual 

country and the visitors’ nationality. 

   

2.3   Types of visas 

 

There are many types of visas which are issued to visitors of a country. For the purposes of this study, 

tourist visas are the topic of investigation. For this investigation, tourist visas are understood to be 

visas that are issued to visitors (from South Africa), who will go on holiday; visit friends and relatives; 

attend a business meeting / conference / company events; or attend a short educational course or 

training. Other visas such as work permits, sporting or artistic performer permits, permanent 

migration, long term studies and such are excluded.   
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CHAPTER 3 

 

3.  Method 

 

This chapter demonstrates and argues for the research method which has been chosen, in order to 

answer the problem in this paper, and to achieve the purpose. Finally, the author will discuss critical 

aspects of the research and the implications on the findings. 

 

3.1   Qualitative Research 

 

According to research literature, there are two ways to conduct research. These two approaches 

include qualitative and quantitative research (Bryman & Bell, 2011). Qualitative research does not 

produce findings based purely on statistics or numerical means of quantification (Strauss & Corbin, 

1998). Qualitative research focuses on words and meanings (Bryman & Bell, 2011). The aim of this 

research is to gain knowledge and understanding of a phenomenon – the declining flows of tourists 

from South Africa to the United Kingdom – through the analysis of people’s attitudes and behaviour. 

 

In using qualitative research, the researcher is concerned with assessment of attitudes, behaviour and 

opinions of individuals (Kothari, 2004). The objective in this research is to understand and analyse 

human travel tendencies (reduced interest and capacity to travel to the United Kingdom, caused by 

visa restrictions). Attitudes and opinions (which lead to behaviour) are therefore being analysed. 

Qualitative research is the preferred choice for this research since it is a means for gaining knowledge, 

improved understanding and insight into this research topic (Kothari, 2004).  

 

This study included inductive and deductive reasoning. The inductive reasoning entailed finding 

factors which influence the declining tourist flows to the UK. This was done through qualitative 

interviews with South African travel professionals. The deductive reasoning entailed finding whether 

the decline in South African tourist flows to the UK was due to the visa restriction imposed by the 

UK. This was accomplished through a survey questionnaire involving South African travellers 

themselves. 

 

To check the validity of data gathered through qualitative interviews, a triangulation check was 

carried out. Triangulation has been viewed as a qualitative research strategy to test validity through 

the convergence of information from different sources (Carter et al. 2014).  The survey served as a 

means to check the hypothesis. 
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3.2   Data Collection 

 

Empirical data is primary data. To obtain primary data, qualitative semi-structured interviews were 

conducted. Such interviews are less structured and more flexible, which makes them useful, to fulfil 

the aim of the intended research (Bryman & Bell, 2011). To understand the reasons for the decline in 

tourism flows it is essential to enhance the interviewee’s point of view. Therefore, a semi-structured 

interview is preferred so that some variation and flexibility is allowed.  This enables the interviewer 

to ask follow-up questions and allows the interview to go in unexpected directions.  It also helps to 

obtain rich and detailed answers (Bryman & Bell, 2011).  In this investigation, the interviewer used 

a guide consisting of open questions (Appendix 2) which focused on the topic, while allowing the 

interviewees to express their views.  

 

The author travelled to South Africa to interview the participants face-to-face, to be able to observe 

body language and to fully understand the responses to questions. The interviews were conducted 

during the first two weeks of April 2019. It is important that researchers are well versed in the 

literature pertaining to the subject (Bryman & Bell, 2011).  Before travelling to South Africa, the 

author carried out desk-research and gathered secondary data which would serve as additional 

information for the investigation.  

 

In this qualitative study, interviews were supplemented with a survey. The survey was a means of 

triangulation – to find correlation.  Triangulation is a means of checking validity. Ritchie and Lewis 

find that quantitative and qualitative research methods do not contradict each other, but that each has 

its own merits (2003).  

 

3.3   Sampling strategy  

 

This study did not use a large or statistically representative sample. It was non-probability sampling 

that occurred in this study. Non-probability sampling does not entail random selection of participants, 

therefore it is not possible to generalise, based on findings (Bryman & Bell, 2011). There are three 

significant issues related to the use of qualitative methods. These include the difficulty for the 

researcher in interpreting the reality of the interviewee; determining the relationship between the 

research and theory; and lastly, the degree to which qualitative research can be generalised (Bryman 

& Bell, 2011).   
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Since this research question relates to South African travellers it was necessary to involve a specific 

group of people. The population for this investigation was South African nationals. The sample for 

this investigation could not be randomly selected though.  It was necessary for purposive sampling to 

be conducted. Purposive sampling is done when specific participants are selected for a study (Bryman 

& Bell, 2011).  Participants had to be South African citizens/passport-holders because the study 

specifically relates to this group.   

 

This study involved two different samples. The first sample included professionals who work in the 

travel and tourism industry. Qualitative interviews were conducted with travel industry professionals 

– who were able to express thoughts and ideas about travel trends and travellers’ behaviour.  Travel 

agents in Johannesburg (Gauteng Province) were contacted for interviews. Johannesburg is the 

commercial hub of South Africa and has the largest percentage of travellers to Britain (Fig 11). Travel 

agents in Johannesburg were selected for this sample as the statistics from Visit Britain indicate that 

37% of travellers to Britain resided in Johannesburg (in 2016). It was assumed that travel agents 

would be more likely to deal with a number of travellers who go to the UK. 

 
Fig 11. Domicile of South African visitors to the United Kingdom, 2016   (source : www.visitbritain.org/markets/south-africa) 

 

The travel agents (Fig 12.) were from locations in Johannesburg where there is a sizable number of 

potential travellers. The travel agents interviewed work with both business and leisure clients, so they 

were able to comment on various types of traveller.  Since South Africans need visas for the UK, 

many people prefer to buy air tickets through travel agents as they seek information and guidance for 

the visa process, as well as needing insurance for their trips to the UK. This is why travel agents were 

selected to be interviewed. A variety of travel agencies was included. Some agencies belong to travel 

consortiums and others were stand-alone or independently owned companies. The location of the 

agencies also varied somewhat. Some travel agencies were located in shopping malls, others were in 

office parks or inside companies. Interviewees’ ages ranged from late twenties to over 70 years of 

age. All interviewees spoke English as their native language so there were no language difficulties.  
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All staff were sufficiently experienced to reflect on travel trends to the United Kingdom.   

   

Interviewees in this sample : 

Number Date Gender Type of company  

1 8 April Female Chain store travel agency, located in a shopping mall 

2 9 April Female Chain store travel agency, located in a shopping mall 

3 10 April Male Chain store travel agency, located in a shopping mall 

4 15 April Male Consortium-owned travel agency, located in business park 

5 16 April Female In-house travel agency, located in a company 

6 16 April Female Independent travel agency, operating from a home office 

7 17 April Female Independent travel agency, located in an office park 

8 17 April Female Independent travel agency, located in a business park 

9 17 April Female Independent travel agency, located in an office park 

10 17 April Female Independent travel agency, located in a business office 

  
Fig 12. List of participants that were interviewed in this research 

 

The second sample was required for a survey. The survey sample was a group of people who would 

be likely travellers/tourists to the UK. Respondents were selected according to certain criteria.  The 

type of person who is able to travel (must have a South African passport, sufficient income, and the 

interest/desire to visit other countries) also influenced the sampling process. The ideal interviewees 

were of middle to higher income levels, with high school educational qualifications at the very 

least. Their age would be from the mid-twenties upwards. These travellers would probably be 

English speakers and they might have some or other ancestral, heritage or social connection with 

the United Kingdom.  Such demographics were used to gather the sample for the survey, guided by  

data from SAT (South African Tourism) regarding South Africans who take overnight trips, showing 

that this group are most active and more likely to make such trips (Appendix 3). 

 

Having specific criteria in mind, participants had to be selected according to the selection criteria 

mentioned above.  Initially, a small number of participants were identified through travel agency 

managers who referred clients that had booked tickets or tours through the agencies.  These 

individuals were then asked to suggest / refer other individuals who were relevant to the research 

topic.  This is where snowball sampling was used. Snowball sampling is where additional  

participants are referred to the researcher, by participants who have already participated in the study. 

 

3.4   Data Analysis 

 

The analysis in this paper is based on the empirical study and the theoretical framework described 

in the aforementioned section. Research literature describes two main ways of reasoning. These 

include deductive and inductive reasoning (Bryman & Bell, 2011; Yin 2011). Deductive reasoning 
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is where theory or concepts guide the researcher to form a hypothesis, and data is collected to 

confirm or reject that hypothesis (Bryman & Bell, 2011). Inductive reasoning is an approach where 

theory is the outcome of the research. The researcher collects data and draws general theoretical 

conclusions based on those findings (Bryman & Bell, 2011).  This study took an abductive 

approach. Abductive approaches include elements of both deductive and inductive reasoning. 

 

A deductive approach is where theory guides the author to forming a hypothesis, which could be 

confirmed or rejected by doing the investigation. The hypothesis formulated in this study was that 

the reduction in the number of South Africans visiting the United Kingdom is due to the visa regime 

raised by the UK in 2009. The secondary data which was obtained doing desk research pointed to 

this. Qualitative interviews and a survey were utilised to collect data. The investigation started with 

qualitative interviewing of travel agents, to gather information which helped the researcher to gain 

deeper understanding of the research question.  

 

There was an element of inductive reasoning in this study because the interviewees elaborated on 

other factors which relate to the decline in South African tourists visiting Britain.  Being able to 

explore other aspects helped the researcher to test the hypothesis (deductive reasoning) and to gain 

other information which also explains the decline of tourist flows from South Africa to the United 

Kingdom (inductive reasoning). 

 

3.5   Data Analysis strategy 

 

Analysis entails working with the data and interpreting the participants’ meanings and drawing  

conclusions (Corbin & Strauss, 1998). Using a strategy for analysis of the primary data has  

advantages. In order to do in-depth analysis of the data the author fully recorded and partly    

transcribed the interviews. The author used content analysis, which is a systematic approach to 

understanding qualitative data (Hsieh & Shannon, 2005).  

 

The approach began with reading through the transcriptions repeatedly, to gain a clear understanding 

of the whole interview. The next step was to highlight and look deeper into certain words that could 

be significant thoughts related to this research. Thus, an initial analysis was made by making notes 

from these first impressions.  

 

The next step in the process was coding the data. Coding is a task of labelling certain parts of the data 

that appear to be significant for the research (Bryman & Bell, 2011). This step involves organizing 
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the data and separating words and meanings, to gain deeper understanding. Finally, several categories 

and subcategories started to emerge.  From here, the main factors and influences for the decline in 

tourism to the United Kingdom started to show. It was necessary to focus on connections and 

relationships between categories as some of the factors influencing the decline are interconnected 

with other factors. Eventually main categories emerged as factors influencing the decline in tourism 

flows from South Africa to the United Kingdom.  

 

3.6  Credibility and Ethics of the Paper 

 

3.6.1 Critical Aspects and Credibility of the Paper 

 

The advantage of qualitative research is that is flexible, and that it can result in deep and 

detailed findings. This is also a reason that quantitative researchers criticise it (Bryman & Bell, 2011).  

Qualitative research is criticised as being rather subjective and relying on the researcher’s  

view of what is important (based their personal experience).  Lack of total transparency in  qualitative 

research has also been criticized. Guba and Lincoln proposed four criteria for judging  qualitative 

research (1994).                                                                                           .  

 

The criterion of credibility is concerned with how credible the findings are and 

how believable the information is from the participants’ perspective (Guba & Lincoln, 1994). Since 

the aim of this study is to describe and understand South African travellers’ travel patterns to Britain, 

the participants themselves would be able to justify the credibility of the paper. The author has 

remained true and has reported the findings which were given by the participants. There are no 

contradictions in the results of this study. 

 

The next criterion is transferability. This refers to the degree to which the results of this paper can be 

transferred to other settings (Guba & Lincoln, 1994). Due to the specific focus of this research, the 

author feels that there would a high case of transferability of this research, if the same research were 

to be conducted with other travel agencies and South African passport-holders in different parts of 

South Africa.  

 

Confirmability, is concerned with the objectivity of the research and how it may be confirmed by 

others (Bryman & Bell, 2011). The author has acted in good faith, excluded personal values or any 

other actions which might influence the process and findings. The author has remained objective in 

this study. 
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Dependability refers to being able to produce the same findings if the research was to be repeated 

within the same context, with the same methods and participants (Bryman & Bell, 2011). It is believed 

that the findings would be reproduced if this investigation was to be repeated. This is due to the fact 

that the visa restrictions have a disturbing and detrimental impact on South African people. 

 

3.6.2 Ethics of the Paper 

 

This paper has been written through Uppsala University in Sweden. The purpose of the paper was 

made known to the university before commencing this investigation. The author has followed the 

rules of the university as well as ethical principles for conducting research. The researcher has in   

no way forced the participants to take part in this research. All participants in this study were 

assured of anonymity and confidentiality.  To protect the identities of the participants, names are not 

used. Interviewees are given numbers and their contributions are presented in the results section, 

with their respective interviewee numbers.  The survey participants also contributed anonymously. 

Their responses contribute towards the figures which are used to support findings. All the data 

collected through the interviews and the survey will be treated with strict confidentiality and will 

not be available to any other parties.  The data collected in this study remains in strict safekeeping 

with the researcher. 
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CHAPTER  4 

 

4.  Results 

 

This chapter presents the information gathered from the interviews and the survey. First, qualitative 

interviews were conducted with travel agents in Johannesburg. And then a survey was conducted with 

South African passport-holders, to gather feedback from actual people who travel. The survey was a 

means of triangulation, to check correlation with data from the interviews.  

 

4.1  Results from Qualitative Interviews 

 

4.1.1  Types of South African traveller 

 

All of the travel agents interviewed have different types of customers. Some deal with leisure 

customers mainly, others deal with business customers predominantly and others, with a mix of 

customers. According to the interviewees, the majority of leisure customers to the UK are South 

Africans that visit family, friends and relatives who reside in the United Kingdom.   

 

Visiting Friends and Relatives (VFR) 

 

This type of traveller generally stays for between 2 weeks and 3 months, depending on age and 

availability of time. He/she has a place to stay and needs less money as the overall costs are reduced 

by virtue of being able to stay with family, friends or relatives. 

 
“My VFR clients generally stay for between 2 to 3 weeks. Elderly or retired people may even stay over there for up to 3 

months.” - Interviewee no. 1,  8 April 

 

“South Africans who visit family, friends and relatives in Britain still go over.  Their overall cost is lower because of 

free accommodation.” – Interviewee no 10,  17 April 

 

Holidaymakers 

 

The next type of leisure visitor is the holiday maker who is a purposeful tourist, going over to see the 

tourist sights. They want to see or do specific things.  This type of traveller has to cover their own 

costs. This means paying for accommodation, transport, meals and activities.  Leisure customers also 

include coach tour passengers. London is the hub (and starting point of many European coach tours), 

which means South Africans might begin such tours in London.  
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“If South Africans choose to go to the UK, they specifically want that experience.” Interviewee no. 8,   17 April 

 

“I have clients going over in June, who are on a European coach tour. They chose to start in London because they want 

to see London.”  Interviewee no. 2,   9 April 

“For my leisure clients who visit the UK, it is a purposeful trip or a bucket list thing such as going to the Scottish High-

lands. Because it is specific interest / intent, they will get the visa.”  Interviewee no. 8,  17 April 

 

Business 

 

The other type of visitor is the business traveller. This visitor may be attending a meeting, a sales 

pitch, a conference, seminar, workshop or other business-related event. Almost all of the agents said 

that this type of travel has not reduced significantly because companies will do business regardless 

of the restrictions on movement or people. Some of the travel agents spoke about the hinderance of 

the UK visa to business customers, saying that it is an inconvenience and has implications for clients 

who need to get to the UK quickly.  

 

“The visa is neither here nor there.  If corporates have to travel they will travel.” - Interviewee no. 10,   17 April 

 

“The business pays for the visa, so it is not a hardship.” Interviewee no. 7,  17 April 

 

“There are still business travellers but not many leisure travellers, to the UK.”  Interviewee no 5, 16 April 

 

4.1.2  Effects of visas on travellers to the UK  

 

Visiting friends and relatives (VFR) 

 

South Africans visiting family, friends and relatives in the UK continues but it has reduced slightly. 

They can afford to go over because do not have to pay for accommodation costs.   They still have to 

get a visa, which might deter a number of potential visitors. The visa is expensive, and the process is 

unfriendly. There are a number of South Africans living in the U.K. but the number of people visiting 

families in the UK has reduced. One agent pointed out that VFR patterns follow migratory trends. As 

the pool of South African expatriates living in Australia and New Zealand has grown, the number of 

South Africans visiting these two countries has increased significantly. For this reason, her company 

sells mostly tickets to Australia for VFR travellers.   

 

“The return market to the UK are South Africans who visit family that live there.” – Interviewee no. 7, 17 April 

 

“I have fewer clients visiting family in the UK, than I had before 2009.” Interviewee no. 8, 17 April 

 

“It’s is not because the UK is a terrible destination, but more people are going to visit Australia. In the last year I have 

booked 40% more tickets to Australia. People are going over to visit family in Australia or to see if they want to move 
there.”  Interviewee no. 5, April 16 
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Holidaymakers 

 

Many of the agents stated this type of customer had reduced drastically in the last few years. Some 

agents said they only sold tickets to businessmen traveling to the UK. Fewer South Africans are 

traveling to the U.K. out of their own choice nowadays.   All of the agents who dealt with this type 

of customer stated that they had noticed a reduction in the number of customers of this kind since 

2009. 

 

“I have very few leisure clients for the U.K. these days.” - Interviewee no. 4,   15 April 
 

“I haven't had a leisure booking to the UK in…, I can't remember how long.” – Interviewee no. 6,   16 April 
 

“The UK is not on anyone's top travel list at the moment. No one yearns to go back to London. 
The leisure market is going where they get value for money.”  Interviewee no.7,   17 April 

 

“I’ve only got a couple of corporate clients that go to London. They get 5 or 10 year visas and they go for board 

meetings. All my leisure clients are not bothered about going to the UK anymore.” Interviewee no. 5, 16 April 

 

 

Business  

 

The number of business travellers to the U.K. continues because this type of travel is necessary 

regardless of personal interest or opinion. Some agents said say they only had business customers for 

whom they book flights to the UK. Other agents said business bookings to the UK have not slowed 

down. Some agents mentioned that due to businessmen needing to travel at short notice, that they lost 

customers going to the UK, due to the visa requirement. In this case, the businessmen had to do 

videoconferencing to overcome the visa issue.  Two of the agents mentioned that companies may 

send employees with other passports (that do not need UK visas) on business trips to the U.K. One 

of the agents mentioned that some companies send fewer businessmen on business trips. This saves 

cost of getting visas. 

 

“Corporate work is quick. Businessmen often have to travel at short notice.  It takes time to get visas for South African 

passports so there’s an advantage for employees with foreign passports.” Interviewee no. 4 , 15 April 

 

“The visas are highly priced, even if a company is paying. Companies do send fewer people on business trips.” 

Interviewee no. 4, 15 April 

 

“Businesses will send employees with foreign passports if trips are at short notice.” Interviewee no. 8,  April 17 

 

“Corporates can’t expedite the visa for last minute trips, so they cancel the trip or do a conference call. The visa is an 

administrative pain and costly.”  Interviewee no. 8,  April 17 
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4.1.3  Emergency visas  

 

To travel to the UK at short notice is possible, yet very expensive. An emergency visa (with one day 

or five-day processing time) is possible to obtain but it is extremely expensive, ranging from 12 000 

rand to 20 000 rand per visa. Interviewees mentioned businesses being reluctant to pay this and most 

leisure travellers being unable to afford this.    

 
“If you don’t have enough time you can get an emergency visa, but it is hellishly expensive. The costs run into 

thousands of rand.” Interviewee no. 4,  15 April 
 

“The visa can be expedited quickly but the emergency fee is absolutely exorbitant” Interviewee no. 8,  17 April 
 

“In a crisis, to pay 20 000 rand per person,  for a visa which is issued in a day or two, is ridiculous.” Interviewee no. 7,  

17 April 
 

4.1.4  Exchange rate 

 

The South African Rand is not a stable currency. It fluctuates daily against the British Pound (GBP). 

There are times when the rand (ZAR) is very weak due to political, economic or other external rea-

sons. This is when demand for travel to the UK might be slower because it means costs of accommo-

dation, transport and “on the ground” expenses in the UK would be more costly for South African 

travellers. Naturally, this makes trips to the UK very expensive for South Africans. Therefore, the 

exchange rate is a significant determinant in the tourist flows from South Africa to the UK. 

 

“If the rand weakens we notice that bookings to the UK slow down. But after a while people get used to the exchange 

rate and start to book again.” Interviewee no. 2,   9 April 

 

“Clients are choosing places where the rand will go further.” Interviewee no. 5,  16 April 

 

“The exchange rate is an important factor because it makes the UK very expensive.” Interviewee No. 1,  8 April 

 

“The rand against the pound is ridiculous.” Interviewee no. 7,  17 April 

 

4.1.5  Cost and value for money 

 

All of the travel agents interviewed mentioned cost being one of the top factors influencing South 

African travellers when choosing a destination. The cost of getting to the United Kingdom is not 

outrageously expensive. There are sometimes cheap airfares on carriers like British Airways and 

Virgin Atlantic, who may offer promotional fares. If South African travellers have to pay for 

accommodation in the UK, the entire trip becomes very expensive.  South African travellers are price 
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sensitive and want value for money.   

 

“South African travellers want value for money. The UK is not value for money.” Interviewee no. 7,  17 April 

 

“South Africans are cost sensitive. Not as many people are travelling to the UK nowadays.” Interviewee no. 3,   10 April 

“The UK can’t be anywhere near value for money.” Interviewee no. 7, 17 April 
 

“The general cost of the UK is a problem. Accommodation is so expensive. The second they have to pay for 

accommodation they drop the UK” Interviewee no. 10,   17 April 

 

4.1.6  Quality 

 

According to two of the travel agents interviewed, South African travellers seek quality accommoda-

tion. This directly impacts potential travellers to the UK because decent accommodation is not cheap. 

Less than satisfactory standards of accommodation may cause a decision against travel to the UK. 

 

“South Africans still want something decent. Quality is a factor.” Interviewee no. 2,  9 April 

“You can stay at luxury accommodation in Thailand without breaking-the-bank but you cannot do that in the UK. Even 
three-star hotels are very expensive in the UK” Interviewee no. 8,  17 April 

“People are loathed to pay for accommodation in the UK.” Interviewee no. 10,  17 April 

 

4.1.7  Reduced marketing of UK in South Africa 

 

Two of the travel agents spoke about reduced destination marketing of the United Kingdom, in South 

Africa. Both agents mentioned a lack of mass marketing efforts by the UK-based airlines who operate 

direct flights to South Africa. Several of the agents mentioned proliferous marketing and promotional 

offers by Middle East airlines and tourism boards of visa-free destinations. 

 

“The Middle Eastern airlines market non-stop. Just open Twitter or Instagram and there's Emirates specials popping up. 

VisitBritain and British carriers don't advertise much to the South African market.” Interviewee no. 7,  17 April 

 

“I think it’s a case of out of sight, out of mind. There's no marketing that I am aware of, to go to Britain. It was a big 

thing in the old days but there's nothing I know of now.” Interviewee no. 6,  16 April 

 

4.1.8  Interests 

 

South African travellers appear to be more adventurous and are seeking different experiences than 

they did before. People enjoy experiencing different cultures and there is a trend for going to other 
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destinations which were not previously common. South Africans also enjoy outdoor activities and 

new experiences.  

 

“Many of my clients want different cultural immersions and choose exotic destinations.”  Interviewee no. 1,  8 April 

 
“Many people are trying out new places like Russia for example, which is also visa free for South Africans.”  

Interviewee no. 4,  15 April 

 

“South Africans are adventurous people. I have found with my leisure clients, they want to go off the beaten track and 

seek something different. South Africans like the outdoors, exhilarating experiences and action sports.”  Interviewee no. 

8,  17 April 

 

4.1.9  Security Fears 

 

One agent mentioned that violence or terrorism might make South Africans think twice about going 

to a place. The majority of the travel agents expressed the idea that South African travellers appear 

largely to be unperturbed by violence, crime and security risks in other countries.  

“Violence in the UK might have an influence. We live in a country which is violent. South Africans don't want to go to 
overseas and experience violence.”  Interviewee no. 7,  17 April 

“I haven’t had somebody enquire about going to UK on holiday, that raised concerns about security issues.” – Inter-

viewee no. 6,   16 April 

“South Africans don't bug for things like that. We've got broad shoulders and come on, we come from South Africa! 

Things like that don't deter us.” Interviewee no. 8,   17 April 

“South Africans are very resilient. We know how to watch our back. I don't think turmoil puts people off.” Interviewee 
no. 9,   17 April 

“We normally joke with clients when something serious happens out there. We tell them it can’t be as dangerous as 

here. We live in Joburg after all…” Interviewee no. 2,   9 April 

 

4.1.10  Attitudes towards the U.K. visa  

 

The travel agents were asked to reflect on their customers' comments about the UK visa requirement 

(both present day and back when the visa regime was newly implemented). Most of the comments 

revealed negative sentiments and a feeling of injustice on the part of South African travellers.  

“We've been going to the UK for years without needing a visa. We are part of the Commonwealth. We have had this 

common agreement forever, but now we are imposed with a visa!”  Interviewee no. 6,  16 April 

“There’s a stigma towards the UK because of the visa requirement.” Interviewee no. 6,  16 April 

There was a lot of negative banter in South Africa. Of course, nobody is happy about it. It is an absolute pain. It's not 

the end of the world for businesses but its irritating for leisure clients.” Interviewee no. 8,  17 April 

“People are tired of the visa restriction.” Interviewee no.1,  8 April 

“It is unfair. They don't need a visa to come here, but we must get one to go there.” Interviewee no. 4,  15 April 

“It is a mission and people don’t like it.” Interviewee no. 5,  16 April 
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4.1.11  Familiarity 

 

Three of the agents interviewed spoke about familiarity. South Africans are very familiar with British 

culture. Perhaps this makes them less likely to visit Britain. Much of the western culture in South 

Africa is derived from British culture, owing to the colonial relationship with Britain. There is not 

much that we would like from Britain, that we cannot find in South Africa nowadays. 

 

“The UK has become boring because of familiarity. Why would you go there several times ?” Interviewee no. 8,  17 

April 

“The world is duplicating. There is no need to go to the UK for certain experiences. People can have those experiences 

at home in South Africa.” Interviewee no. 9,  17 April 

“I travelled to the UK last year and for the first time ever, I took more things over from South Africa than I brought 

back from Britain. We have everything here now.”  Interviewee no. 10,  17 April 

 

4.1.12  Preference for packages  

 

Many South Africans are opting for organised trips at the moment. It also means that most arrange-

ments are organised and paid for in advance. Many people want fully inclusive packages, so that there 

is little or no outlay of money once they are at their destination. 

 

“People are doing fully inclusive packages like Club Meds. Because they pay upfront and in Rands, they don’t feel the 

bite as much.”  Interviewee no. 10,  17 April 

“Thailand does wonderful packages. Mauritius does outstanding packages. You know what you are getting from the 

start. You are getting food, drinks and activities. Some packages include 2 free children.”  Interviewee no. 9,  17 April 

 

4.1.13  Influence of Brexit 

 

The issue of Brexit has had some influence on business travellers to the UK. Two of the agents men-

tioned that they noticed changes in their business customers. One agent mentioned an increase in 

business customers travelling to other cities, as opposed to London. This is because companies are 

establishing themselves in different countries, like the Netherlands. Another agent said she has cor-

porate customers who no longer obtain long term visas. This is because companies in South Africa 

are unsure where they will need to send staff for meetings in the future. 

     

“I have many corporate clients flying to Amsterdam, instead of London now.”  Interviewee no. 7,  17 April 
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“Some of my clients are not getting long term UK visas anymore because they don’t know if they will use it in the fu-

ture.” Interviewee no. 9,  17 April 

 

4.1.14  Airlines / Airfares / Taxes  

 

The reduction in number of direct fights, the high airport taxes for long haul flights from Britain and  

the actual airfares all play some part in the reducing the number of South Africans travelling to the 

UK. There are fewer direct flights by British Airways and South African Airways but the Middle 

Eastern Airlines (Etihad Airways, Qatar Airways, Emirates Airlines) have taken advantage of this 

gap. They offer cheaper fares, increased baggage allowance and superior service levels. Though there 

may be some good airfares to the UK, the airlines do not offer many seats on each flight at discounted 

fares. Airlines only offer a few special price fares per flight. So generally, the price of a return airfare 

and the taxes would be more than 10 000 rand. Airport taxes for the UK are exceptionally high.      

 

“The Middle East carriers offer competitive fares and a superior product. South African Airways can’t even compete.” 

Interviewee no. 7,  17 April 

“There are some good fares to the UK at the moment. BA (British Airways) for example feel they are losing clients 

because of the exchange rate and the visa.” Interviewee no. 5,  16 April 

“There is a dearth of taxes for flights to the UK. The taxes can be up to 5000 Rand. This makes going to the U.K. very 

expensive. The fare and the visa for the UK is equal to the price of a package to Thailand.” Interviewee no. 9,  17 April 

“The taxes are more than the actual airfare. UK airport tax is higher than other places.” Interviewee no. 5,  16 April 

 

4.1.15  Incentives to travel 

 

British-based airline companies and tour operators have noticed a slow-down in business from South 

Africa. The travel agents interviewed said that they had noticed some incentives to get South Africans 

to travel again. The incentives come in the way of special offers, lower airfares, helping to pay for 

UK visas and offering “two for the price of one” deals. 

 

“Suppliers realised they need to incentivise South Africans and have implemented such solutions. There are some very 

competitive fares to the UK.”  Interviewee no. 3,  10 April 

“Some airlines offer companion fares, where two people fly for the price of one.” Interviewee no. 9,  17 April 

 
“British Airways and Virgin Atlantic sometimes offer promo fares of around 7000 Rand return to the UK. This is part of 

an airline’s yield management. These offers are spontaneous and if you need a visa you can’t always take advantage of 

them.” Interviewee no. 8,  17 April 

 

“Virgin Atlantic were very clever. Virgin offered to cover the costs of 10-year UK visas for South Africans flying with 

them. It was a once-off offer. It is very difficult to get a 10-year visa nowadays.” Interviewee no. 10,  17 April 
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4.1.16  Transit visa  

 

South Africans flying to destinations outside of the UK via British airports need to obtain transit visas 

in advance. This is both costly and inconvenient.  It results in South Africans choosing other airlines, 

even if the airfare is more expensive. This is a loss of business for carriers carrying South Africans to 

destinations beyond Britain. Also, when no visa was required (before 2009) many South Africans 

would fly to destinations beyond the UK, with a short one or two day stop in the UK en-route. The 

agents mentioned this not happening now due to the visa restrictions.     

 

“I have clients travelling to Dalaman (Turkey), in September. Flying with British Airways was 3000 rand cheaper, per 

person, but a transit visa was required to fly via London. My clients were not prepared to deal with the hassle of the 

transit visa, so they went with another airline.” Interviewee no. 10,  17 April 

 

“The transit visa sways people into using other airlines, so they do not make short stops of a day or two in the UK these 

days.  The UK has lost a lot of stopover visitors because of the transit visa. That is the business which has gone out the 

door now.” Interviewee no. 10,  17 April 

 

“My corporates like the business class on British Airways but if they travel to somewhere in Europe they need a transit 

visa, which is no go. Then they will divert to airlines like Emirates or Air France where they do not need a visa.” 
Interviewee no. 8,  17 April 

 

4.1.17  The influence of Europe and the Schengen visa 

 

South Africans like to experience different cultures. They have long since enjoyed taking coach tours 

of Europe with companies like Trafalgar Tours, Contiki and Insight. These coach tours depart from 

London.  Since South Africans need two separate visas for these coach tours - one for the United 

Kingdom and another for the European countries (Schengen visa), it makes such tours very expensive 

for South Africans. The Schengen visa is however, less complicated and cheaper to obtain. Trafalgar, 

Contiki and Insight offer South Africans the option to start these tours on the continent instead of in  

London. This has resulted in fewer South Africans going to the UK and it has also increased numbers 

of South Africans travelling solely to the European continent. 

 

“London is a departure point for coach tours to Europe. Fewer passengers are taking coach tours starting in London. 

Many start and end in Europe to avoid the UK visa. It costs more and takes too much time to get two visas.” 

Interviewee no. 6,  16 April 

 

“Most of my clients start and end in Europe. They fly into Amsterdam and out of Paris so that only a Schengen visa is 

needed.” Interviewee no. 2, 9 April 

 

“I am finding more of a trend for visits to Europe now.”  Interviewee no. 8,  17 April 
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4.1.18  Bad experiences as a result of the UK visa 

 

Several of the agents spoke about clients who have had unpleasant experiences with UK visas. This 

is due to the stringent and frustrating process of applying for the visa. UK Visa applications are online, 

and are both confusing and complicating. They are very daunting for people who are not technology 

savvy or who lack internet confidence or knowledge of how to use internet apps to upload the required 

documents. This has helped to make the UK visa a very challenging process. 

 

“My client, an elderly gentleman, a Bishop in the church was battling with the visa. He found it too digital and rigid. 

There was nobody to speak to. He had to call a number which requests a credit card for payment, so that he could 

actually speak to somebody. He was charged in pounds per minute for the UK visa helpline.” Interviewee no. 5,  16 

April 
 

“A client of mine who is travelling to the UK erroneously booked her visa interview date for the current month. A few 

days later she got an email reminding her of her interview date. She realised that she had made a mistake and went to 

the UK visa handling office in Johannesburg to request an  appointment for a month later. She was told she had to 

reapply and pay again.  They were not understanding or reasonable. In effect, she had to pay twice, for two visas 

(herself and her child).” Interviewee no. 5,  16 April 

 

“I had a problem this morning with a client who has booked his own tickets to Israel via the UK. He booked flights 

using his loyalty points. He did not know that transit visas are needed to fly to Israel via London. The visa story is a big 

factor here. To pay 20 000 rand per person, for an emergency visa to transit the UK (which is issued in a day or two) is 

ridiculous.  So, they will not be using those tickets, or going via the UK.”  Interviewee no. 7, 17 April 

 

4.1.19  Influence of destinations with easier or no visa requirements 

 

The requirement for complex and costly visas makes South Africans choose other destinations where 

entry is free, easy or convenient (if a visa is required). Certain visas are simple online applications, 

without any physical interviews, and do not cost much. The Schengen visa allows entry to many 

countries with one visa and it is less complicated and confusing than the UK visa. Destinations which 

are visa-free are very popular too. This includes the Far East, South America and many Indian Ocean 

islands and African countries.    

 

“The UK visa has had an influence, making people look for other destinations.” Interviewee no. 4,   15 April 

“One of the selling points of Mauritius is that you do not need a visa.” Interviewee no. 5,  16 April 

“There are easier destinations like Europe, where one visa covers a couple of countries. Visas for Turkey and Dubai you 

can do online. It’s not a mission. When you are going on holiday do you really want a mission before you go ? Inter-

viewee no. 7,    17 April 

“This usually leads to the Far East, particularly Thailand.” Interviewee no. 8,    17 April 

“The Turkish visa you can do in 5 minutes flat.” Interviewee no.10,  17 April 

“I have clients asking for visa-free destinations. Thailand is the top destination for visa-free travel.” Interviewee no. 3, 
10 April 
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4.1.20  Visa Process  

 

The procedure for the UK visa is a tedious task for most travellers. It is a lengthy online application 

which requires lots of personal information. The visa itself is very expensive, ranging from 95 pounds 

up to 822 pounds for the standard processing times. Priority processing is an additional 600 Pounds 

on top of the price. These costs are very expensive for South Africans, if you take the exchange rate 

into account. Supporting documents have to be uploaded onto an app, which many older people, or 

people who are not tech-savvy struggle with. If applicants have any questions they have to make a 

call to a service center in the UK to get answers. Calls to this number are charged in British Pounds, 

GBP 1.37 per minute 21 .  There is also an option to send an email requesting information. To send an 

email costs GBP 5.48 per email 22 . A credit card is needed to access information via the telephone 

helpline and for email responses. The process of securing a visa is extremely frustrating for many 

people.  

 

“Clients complain that the UK visa process is a mission.” Interviewee no. 1, 8 April 

 

“Older clients find it challenging and complain about doing the visa online. We help them where we can.” Interviewee 

no. 2,   9 April 

 

“My clients do not like doing the visa themselves. Many of them will pay the price for an expert to do it for them” 

Interviewee no. 3,  10 April 

 

It is cumbersome. There are forms to be completed and appointments to be made. ” Interviewee no. 4,  15 April 

 

“There’s nobody to help. If you need to call them for help you have to pay per minute, in Pounds” Interviewee no. 5, 16 

April 

 

The online visa is a two-step process. First, you must complete application forms on the UK website. Then, you go to 

the visa handling company’s website. And secondly, you must physically attend an appointment.  Interviewee no. 6,  16 

April 

 

“The process is unfriendly. The staff at the visa handling company are unapproachable, not rude, but hardly friendly. It’s 

a big expense. The UK visa is most expensive visa”.  Interviewee no. 7, 17 April 
 

“It is an administrative pain, and very costly” Interviewee no. 8, 17 April 

 

“Older people find it daunting. It is about 10 pages online, asking where you have been over the last few years. It is 

complicated. It’s easier to go somewhere that you don’t need a visa.” Interviewee no 9, 17 April 

 

“The visa is a complete and utter inconvenience.” Interviewee no 10, 17 April 

 

 

                                                
21 https://www.gov.uk/world/organisations/british-high-commission-pretoria/office/british-high-commission-pretoria 
22 https://contact-ukvi.homeoffice.gov.uk/app/international/payment/language/English 

 

https://www.gov.uk/world/organisations/british-high-commission-pretoria/office/british-high-commission-pretoria
https://contact-ukvi.homeoffice.gov.uk/app/international/payment/language/English
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4.1.21  Intentionally avoiding Britain 

 

The travel agents interviewed all explained instances when they deliberately do not sell British-based  

airlines or tourism products and services. If South African travellers intend to travel to destinations 

where there are no direct flights, travel agents will search for connecting flights. A transit visa is 

required for South Africans connecting through UK airports.  This is both a hassle and an added 

expense for South African travellers, which means that British carriers are not considered for 

connecting flights to destinations beyond the United Kingdom.  If travellers want to travel to the U.K. 

at short notice, it is not possible to travel there without securing an emergency visa, which is 

extremely expensive.  Thus, a visa-free destination would be suggested. 

 

“When we quote passengers, we don’t use London as a hub.” Interviewee no. 6,  16 April 
 

“If you want to travel soon, we cannot consider the UK as an option.” Interviewee no. 5,  16 April 

 

“We do not use British Airways for our clients needing to connect.” Interviewee no. 4,  15 April 

 

“We advise clients that they do not have to start their tour in London, to prevent needing two visas.” 

Interviewee no. 2,   9 April 

 

4.1.22  Family travel 

 

Several of the travel agents spoke of families favouring package holidays because this was more 

convenient. It represents value for money and is more suitable for the different interests of a group of 

people traveling together.  Indian Ocean islands such as Zanzibar, Mauritius, Maldives and Seychelles 

are very popular as they offer visa free travel as well as holidays catering to the needs of different age 

groups in the same travel party. Additionally, they require no visa in advance, which means cost and 

convenience benefits, and they are closer to South Africa.    

 

“If you are travelling with a family, an island destination is the perfect destination.” Interviewee no. 5,  16 April 

 

“Families travelling with kids prefer short flights. Mauritius is four hours away and it offers great packages.”  

Interviewee no. 5, 16 April 

 

“Mauritius offers packages where kids fly free and stay free, in the same room with parents.”  Interviewee no 9, 17 

April 
 

Visas for everyone in a family is a big expense. Many of the island packages are visa free and very attractive to 

families. Interviewee no 9, 17 April 

 

“Families are looking for packages to the East, to places like Phuket.” Interviewee no. 10, 17 April 
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4.2  Results from the Survey 

 

Follows, is the results from the online survey which was administered as a means of triangulation, to 

check whether the information gathered from the interviews correlates with the opinions and actions 

of South African travellers themselves. Though there were not a large number of responses to the 

survey, there appears to be some correlation between the data collected from the interviews and the 

survey. Please see the survey results in the Appendix section.  Some comments from survey respond-

ents are included.  

 

4.2.1. Travelling to the UK (since 2009)  

The survey shows that half (52%) of the respondents have visited the UK since the inception of the 

visa restriction in 2009.  Nearly 85% percent of the respondents claim to have family and friends in 

the UK. It is surprising that 48% of respondents have not visited the UK, since the visa requirement 

came into place.  

 

The demographics of the respondents also show valuable information. The largest percentage of re-

spondents appear to be over 50 years old (32% are over 50 and 38% are over 60 years old). This is 

not surprising because this group of people have the time, money and interest in travelling to the UK 

(to visit family over there or to do special interest activities).  The majority of the respondents are 

educated to higher levels (60% have university education and 25% have commercial or technical 

education studies). A very small percentage have only high school education.  

 

It would be expected that a higher number of respondents would have visited the UK, considering the 

cultural and social connections between the two countries and because a large number of respondents 

indicated that they have family or friends in the UK. The majority of the respondents are over 50 

years old.  This suggests that many of the visitors to the UK are older people, with better education 

and therefore, higher incomes.  Perhaps younger people are taking trips to other destinations like 

Thailand, Mauritius and other destinations which satisfy different interests and needs.  
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4.2.2   Attitude towards the UK visa 

 

A large percentage of the respondents (over 80%) indicated negative sentiment towards the visa re-

quirement : 60% claimed that the visa requirement made them feel slightly unwelcome, and 28 % 

claimed the visa made them feel unwanted, as a visitor to the UK.  A small number of responses were 

unsure or felt indifferent.  A large amount of negative responses shows reduced interest in visiting 

the UK. Seventy–nine percent of respondents stated that the visa requirement made them less likely 

to visit the UK.  

 

“Unfair to authentic visitors, as these measures have been put in place to deter illegal migration.” 

“They restrict me from visiting my friends in the UK.” 

“It makes me feel excluded from visiting my family.” 

“As part of the Commonwealth, it is ridiculous that we as South Africans have to obtain a UK visa. This was not the 

case pre-2009. I will not visit the UK again unless this requirement is relaxed or abolished in the future.” 

 

This correlates with statements by travel agents,  about attitudes towards the visa requirement. There 

does appear to be a stigma toward the UK visa requirement amongst South Africans.  

 

4.2.3  Cost of visas  

 

Over 80% of the respondents felt that the visa is expensive. Twelve percent felt the visa is reasonably 

priced. A sum of 88% of the respondents indicated they would get a short-stay visa for the UK if they 

were to visit.  Interestingly, 9.4 % of the respondents said they would not visit the UK at all.  

 

 “There should be pensioners discount (50%), as a suggestion.” 

“I have visited the UK about 10 times and find the visa very expensive. I am married to a UK citizen, and this makes no 

difference to the visa cost, even though it makes a difference for a Schengen visa (which is at no cost for a spouse of an 

EU citizen). The information the UK request is extensive, which no other visa requires.” 

“In the past , before the visa requirement I would use London as a stop over and spend a few days visiting. Nowadays I 
would rather use the money I would spend on a visa and extend my trip in another country, using London only to transit 

through. I think it is also, ridiculous to have to get a visa when one arrives at Heathrow and departs from Gatwick. The 

thought of having to complete and submit paperwork for a visa, besides the cost is off putting. Also, as a Common 

Wealth country, it should be free for South Africans. The irony in the visa debacle is that the wealth is not common ... it 

goes to the UK.” 

“I understand the need for visa regulations but not the need for these to be so restrictive and expensive.” 
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Most respondents would only obtain the cheapest visa, which points to the fact that the cost of the 

visa is considered too expensive, by South Africans. There appears to be correlation with interviews 

on this matter. Few South Africans will pay for the longer-stay and multiple entry visas. The fact that 

many respondents felt that visas are expensive shows that the visa cost is a deterrent in itself.  Thus, 

the high number of respondents said they would get the short-stay visa if they were to visit the UK.  

Interesting, is the portion of respondents who said they would not visit the UK at all.  

 

4.2.4  Visa application procedure and processing 

 

Over a quarter of the respondents (26%) indicated that they could not comment on the procedure or 

the application process. This is obvious, as many have not travelled to the UK since 2009 and have 

therefore not applied for a UK visa.  The majority (68 %) of the respondents felt that the visa proce-

dure is challenging or, inconvenient, tedious and frustrating. A mere 6% of respondents felt the visa 

process is simple or uncomplicated. 

 

“Frustrating in applying for the visa.” 

 “No ways am I going through all that again… I’ll be sightseeing as much as possible as I don’t think I’ll be returning 

again. Too much effort, blood, sweat and tears.” 

 “I have been to 11 European countries last year. The Italian Embassy did not require half this info.” 

“I recently applied for a UK visa in order to attend a workshop in Scotland. Due to time constraints, I was forced to ap-

ply for an emergency visa. The cost was excessive in my view. Upon arriving to collect my visa, which I was told via 

email was ready, I was then told it wasn’t five days since my application - which in fact it was. I was told to come back 
in the afternoon to see it if had arrived from the embassy but there were no guarantees. While standing in the queue, 3 

people had similar issues and the assistance provided was less than satisfactory. Why does the process need to take so 

long as many people need to fly at fairly short notice? Few have the luxury of planning a trip one month in advance.” 

 

UK visas are known to be lengthy and complicated. Nearly 70 % of respondents felt that the visa 

process is daunting. The majority of responses selected challenging, inconvenient, tedious and frus-

trating as their responses in this section. There is correlation with interviews on this matter.  

 

4.2.5  Destination choice   

 

A large percentage of respondents (68%) felt that the UK is not a destination which offers value for 

money.  This means that two thirds of the respondents feel that cost is a significant factor. Twenty- 

one percent of the respondents felt the UK does offer value for money and 11 % were unsure.   Re-

garding choice of destination, a high number of responses (92.5%) indicated a preference for visa-
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free destinations, and 92.5% stated they are interested in new experiences and new cultural immer-

sions.   

“There are many hassle-free and more affordable destinations to travel to! The UK due to the VISA restrictions would 

no longer be on the top of my list! I would maybe travel to the UK if I was already on holiday in mainland Europe.” 

“I enjoyed my visits to the UK before, but it is just too expensive to travel there at present. If I travel to Germany and 

Europe, the borders are open, which makes it easier / cost effective to visit more than one country.” 

 

This correlates with information gathered from travel agents regarding South Africans being cost 

sensitive and seeking value for money in their travel choices. A high number of respondents indicated  

they prefer destinations which offer visa-free entry or a less tedious visa with more accessibility. 

Again, this correlates with data from travel agents, who stated that South African travellers are seek-

ing visa-free destinations (or destinations whose visas are less restrictive), package holidays and or-

ganised trips (where most of the expenses are paid upfront before departure). A large percentage of 

respondents (92.5%) indicated that they enjoy new experiences and different cultural immersions, 

which correlates with what travel agents said about South Africans now being more adventurous and 

seeking unfamiliar experiences than they previously did.        

 

4.2.6  Factors deterring travel to the UK 

 

In the final section of the survey, respondents were asked to identify up to 2 factors which might 

influence their decision to travel to the UK. The most selected option was the first one, which relates 

to the visa requirement . A sum of 49 respondents (92.5%) selected this. The second most selected 

deterrent was the cost of goods and services in the UK, with 71.7% of respondents choosing this. 

Coming in third was the cost of flights to the UK, with 22.6% of the respondents choosing this. A 

very small number of respondents chose security and social issues (3.8%), quality levels (3.8%) and 

distance from South Africa (7.5%) as influential factors.  It is evident that the visa requirement and 

the cost of trips to the UK are the major deterring factors, followed by UK flight costs, for respondents 

in this survey. This correlates with data gathered from participants in the interviews. 
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CHAPTER  5 

 

5.  Findings 

 

In this section, the results of this research are discussed, and their significance is explained. 

 

5.1  Type of South African Travellers to the UK  

 

Visit Britain’s data showing the purpose of South African travellers’ trips to the UK (Fig. 4) may be 

inaccurate. It shows around 28% percent of South Africans visiting the UK to be holidaymakers. 

Information gathered from the interviews and the survey in this research point to the fact that South 

Africans visiting the UK appear predominantly to be business visitors and people who visit friends 

and relatives. Interviewee comments pointed to the fact that very few South Africans are “holidaying” 

in the UK these days. The survey showed that most of the respondents (84.9%) did indeed have family 

or friends that live in the UK, but almost half of the respondents (47.2%) had not been to the UK 

since 2009. Many interviewees stated that they primarily handle business customers who travelled to 

the UK nowadays.  The interviewees pointed out that South Africans do not use London as a hub for 

connecting flights at all now due to transit visa requirements. Visit Britain’s data (Fig. 4) show no 

transit visas being issued.  

 

5.2  Declining leisure travellers (holidaymakers)  

 

The visa requirement has had an impact on the number of South Africans who visit the UK for leisure 

trips. This is reflected in the interviewees’ comments as well as the responses in the survey. Travel 

agents indicated that there are fewer leisure travellers (holidaymakers) travelling to the UK now. The 

survey shows that almost a half of the respondents had not travelled to the UK after the visa imple-

mentation date (2009). At the same time, a small number of the respondents (15%) did not have 

family or friends in the UK. This sector would probably be leisure travellers or holidaymakers, who 

are seemingly travelling to the UK in fewer numbers these days.  This points to the fact that leisure 

travellers are going to other destinations or destinations where they have easy access and get more 

value for money, as mentioned by several of the interviewees. South African travellers do not like to 

pay high costs for accommodation, goods and services so they go to places where they find better 
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value for money -  that in the case of South Africans, is the Far East or Indian Ocean islands,  which 

predominantly are visa-free destinations too.  

 

5.3  An inconvenient visa, for South Africans 

 

Numerous interviewees spoke of negative sentiment or a stigma toward the UK visa requirement.  

Nearly 80% of survey responses indicated that the visa makes them less likely to travel to the UK. 

The UK visa is more expensive than visas for other countries. Standard tourist visas for the USA and 

Canada are better value for money as they are valid for 10 years and allow multiple entries for the 

full validity of the visa. Schengen visas cost 60 Euros per visa, are valid for stays of up to 90 days 

and allow entry to many different countries with one single visa. Visas for United Arab Emirates, 

Turkey, India, Egypt and other countries are less arduous and do not require a physical interview. 

They are free or cheaper than the UK visa, while also being less complicated and invasive.  All of 

these other visas are less arduous to obtain, offer benefits such as longer validity (USA 10 years, 

Canada 10 years) or are valid for several countries (Schengen visa). Meanwhile, the UK visa is valid 

for only one country, and is generally used only once in a 6-month period because South Africans 

would rarely go to the UK more than once in a six-month time frame. 

 

The process for securing a UK visa is laborious and complicated. It involves a lengthy online appli-

cation on the UK government website and then a separate application on the visa handling company’s 

website. Physical attendance at a personal interview is also required. The interviewees indicated that 

all of this is extremely off-putting and frustrating. A large number of survey respondents (nearly 70%) 

in the survey felt the visa process was bothersome, frustrating and invasive. A high number of nega-

tive responses (88 %) in the survey also indicated that the visa makes them feel like unwanted or 

unwelcome visitors to the UK. Travel agents stated that the UK visa application is inconvenient and 

expensive, which often sways people in choosing other destinations which do not require visas. The 

UK visa takes 15 days to process, which is lengthy, and has caused a number of people to have to 

cancel trips to the UK or to choose other destinations instead. The cost of emergency visas is astro-

nomical (an extra GBP 600 priority processing fee). Transit visa requirements have encouraged South 

Africans to avoid flying via the UK for connecting flights.  Visit Britain’s data reflecting the type of 

visitor to the UK shows no transit visas being issued to South Africans, which would correlate with 

what travel agents stated. 
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5.4  Costs and exchange rate (cost of stays in the UK) 

 

The travel professionals interviewed stated that the South African market is cost/price sensitive. The  

cost of accommodation, transport, sightseeing activities, goods and services in the UK is the second 

most influential factor (71.7 %) deterring South Africans from visiting the UK, according to the sur-

vey responses. A sum of 68% of the survey respondents felt that the UK does not offer value for 

money as a destination.  Hence there is correlation on cost having an impact. 

 

The UK visa itself is costly, ranging from GBP 95  to GBP 822 , excluding the priority processing 

fee (GBP 600) if that is required. Most respondents in the survey said they would not obtain a long 

term or multiple entry visa. The cost of these visas is extremely high. The short stay visa is expensive 

enough, with 83% of respondents indicating they felt that all UK visas were expensive.  

 

Several of the interviewees stated that the rate of exchange was also a factor which impacted on travel 

trends to the UK. The exchange rate for the British Pound to South African Rand is shown in Fig 13. 

If one looks at the South African tourist arrival figures and compares these with the exchange rate, 

there appears to be some correlation with the fact that tourist flows are higher when the local currency 

(South African Rand) is stronger.  

 

Month     Exchange rate    SA tourist arrivals in UK 

8 January 2002 1 GBP = 16.67 ZAR 275 651 

10 January 2003 1 GBP = 13.66 ZAR  266 425 

13 January 2004 1 GBP = 12.76 ZAR 269 218 

3 January 2005 1 GBP = 10.81 ZAR 306 483 

17 January 2006 1 GBP = 10.63 ZAR 351 312 

20 January 2007 1 GBP = 14.10 ZAR 296 613 

23 January 2008 1 GBP = 13.85 ZAR 273 595 

13 January 2009 1 GBP = 14.56 ZAR 244 544 

4 January 2010 1 GBP = 11.75 ZAR 207 975 

6 January 2011 1 GBP = 10.52 ZAR 194 182 

21 January 2012 1 GBP = 12.34 ZAR 210 680 

22 January 2013 1 GBP = 14.05 ZAR 225 123 

13 January 2014 1 GBP = 17.65 ZAR  216 639 

27 January 2015 1 GBP = 17.53 ZAR 231 184 

19 January 2016 1 GBP = 23.67 ZAR 188 094 

20 January 2017 1 GBP = 16.71 ZAR 230 081 

Fig 13.  Exchange rate (GBP to ZAR) and number of SA tourist arrivals in the UK, 2002 - 2017 

  

(Copy of historic exchange rate for British Pound to South African Rand is found in Appendix 4) 
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It is obvious that when the exchange rate against the British Pound is weak, the number of South 

African visitors to the UK reduces. This is evident in the year 2016. The number of South Africans 

entering the UK in 2016 was 188 094. The exchange rate at the beginning of that year was ZAR 23.67 

to 1 British Pound.  The same applies for when the exchange rate improves. The number of South 

Africans entering the UK in 2017 was 230 081. The exchange rate at the beginning of that year was 

ZAR 16.71 to 1 British Pound.   

 

But there are some inconsistencies. In 2010 the exchange rate was stronger than it had been in the 

previous three years against the British Pound (ZAR 11.75 to GBP 1), yet the number of South Afri-

cans visiting the UK declined to 207 975.  In 2011 the exchange rate was most favourable against the 

British Pound, (ZAR 10.52 to GBP 1) yet the number of South Africans visiting the UK dropped to  

194 182. The visa restriction was in place already in 2010 and 2011 and the exchange rate was very 

favourable against the British Pound so there is some inaccuracy in saying that exchange rate has a 

major influence on tourist flows to the UK. One of the interviewees stated that after major dips in the 

exchange rate, travel patterns begin to recover, as customers begin to “get used to it”, and start to 

travel again, despite the weaker local currency. This is evident in the tourist arrivals in the UK for 

2012, 2013 and 2014 when the South African Rand was devaluing against the British Pound yet the 

number of South Africans travelling to the United Kingdom was increasing. Responses in the survey 

indicate that the cost of goods and services (accommodation, transport, food etc) in the UK is not the 

most important factor which influences South Africans in deciding against travel to the United King-

dom. An amount of  71.7 % of the survey respondents chose this factor as a deterrent to their travel 

choice.  A large number of survey respondents (92.5 %) chose the visa requirement as the major 

deterrent to their travel choice though. This suggests that exchange rate is less deterring than the 

actual visa requirement.  

 

5.5  Changing interests and preferences 

 

Several interviewees mentioned that South Africans have become more adventurous in their travel 

choices. They are no longer seeking familiar cultural experiences. This means they are interested in 

travelling to places where they can experience something new or different. A large percentage of 

survey respondents (92.5%) indicated a desire to visit places with different cultures and offering new 

experiences. Thus, there is correlation between data from both samples. Furthermore, travel agents 
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indicated that visa–free destinations like Thailand and Mauritius are extremely popular due to numer-

ous factors including value for money, a range of activities available and being freely accessible so 

there is less hassle for travellers. South Africans (especially families) are increasingly wanting pack-

age trips – because this offers something for everyone in the travelling party and it includes most or 

all of the major costs up front, payable in South African Rands before departure.  Many of the desti-

nations which offer such packages are culturally diverse, exotic and offer value for money to South 

African travellers. Destinations such as Zanzibar, Mauritius, Seychelles, Maldives, Thailand, Bali, 

Singapore and Malaysia are package holiday destinations which South African travellers are finding 

most attractive. Moreover, they are also visa-free or visa-on arrival destinations.  A large percentage 

of survey respondents (92.5%) indicated that they are in favour of visa-free destinations. Hence, the 

favourability of visa-free and package holiday destinations for South African travellers. The high 

street and shopping mall-based travel agencies where interviews were conducted displayed a large 

number of promotional materials for Mauritius, Zanzibar, Phuket and Bali in the shop-windows. The 

prices for such packages were very attractive and offered value for money, with hassle-free entry 

requirements. Examples of package holidays displayed in a Flight Center store on Sunday 12 May 

2019, are shown in Appendix 6. 

 

5.6  The Influence of air travel to the UK 

 

Airlines do try to stimulate business by offering special fares. Interviewees mentioned British 

Airways and Virgin Atlantic offering promotional fares, but these fares are not always possible to 

make use of because of the visa requirement. Visas need to be obtained before trips can be made and 

this means promotional fares are not useful if there is not enough time to obtain visas. Foreigners in 

South Africa (with other passports) may be the ones who really benefit from such fares.  

 

Airport tax for flights departing from the UK is extremely high.  Air Passenger Duty (APD) levied 

for flights over 2000 miles away from the UK (Band B) is currently GBP 78 per passenger in economy 

class and GBP 172 per passenger in business or first class 23 . This is a high cost to pay for simply 

departing from an airport. Total airfares (including taxes) to the UK, often cost more than a package 

holiday to other destinations. A number of respondents (22.6 %) in the survey indicated that airfares 

were an obstacle. A short-stay visa (GBP 95) and the APD tax (GBP 78) is  already a large sum of 

money for the ordinary South African traveller. Fewer South Africans visiting the UK, means fewer 

departures from the UK airports and therefore less revenue generated for the UK (in APD taxes).  

                                                
23 https://www.gov.uk/guidance/rates-and-allowances-for-air-passenger-duty 

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/rates-and-allowances-for-air-passenger-duty
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Overall, the cost of flights is an issue, with nearly a quarter of survey respondents indicating flight 

prices as deterring factors. The total flight cost is generally higher than an inclusive package trip to 

another destination. This is in part due to the costly departure taxes . This certainly helps to make the 

UK less attractive as a destination.  

 

5.7  Effects of the UK visa requirement 

 

The visa requirement for the UK has effects on leisure and corporate travel to the United Kingdom. 

The visas are priced in British Pounds and the cost of the visa is higher than other visas for destina-

tions South Africans typically travel to, such as Australia, New Zealand, Canada and the USA.  Most 

individuals and businesses who need urgent UK visas are unlikely to pay the priority processing fee 

(GBP 600) for an emergency visa, which results in fewer tourists or business travellers to the UK.  

 

Since transit visas (GBP 35) are required by South Africans who need to use UK airports for con-

necting flights to other destinations, travel agents do not use UK airlines (or South African Airways 

and its code-share partner airlines) for connections to other destinations. Transit visas are costly and 

involve too much hassle for a passenger who is simply “changing planes”. This has resulted in a loss 

of business for the airlines who fly to hubs in the UK.  

 

Since long stay visas are very expensive, the 2, 5 and 10 year visas are not favoured by South Afri-

cans, including those who have family and friends in the UK. The cost of these visas in British Pounds 

is high, but in local currency (ZAR), the cost is outrageous. Not many South Africans can afford these 

visas, which means they are less likely to travel to the UK as frequently as they may previously have 

done. The majority of respondents (88%) in the survey said they would obtain a short stay visa for 

visits to the UK. The visa cost is unreasonable for most South Africans. 

 

The visa requirement has decreased interest in visiting the UK amongst South Africans. This has 

resulted in people not travelling to the UK at all, or not going as frequently as they might have gone. 

The number of respondents (47.2%) stated they have not travelled to the UK since 2009 (the visa 

implementation date), as well as the high number of responses indicating less likelihood (79.2%) in 

travelling to the UK, is a sign of this fact. 
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It is significant that there are a number of survey respondents who indicated they have family or 

friends in the UK (84.9%) but almost half of the survey respondents (47.2%) have not visited the UK 

since 2009. The number of “will not visit the UK” responses (9.4%) may point to some resentment.  

It is understandable that there is negative sentiment towards the UK visa regime by South Africans.   
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CHAPTER 6 

 

The objectives of this chapter are  to review the contribution of this study, in terms of the aims set out 

in chapter one, to comment briefly on the implications of the study, and to point out some practical 

suggestions as well as some areas for further research.  

 

6.  Conclusion 

 

This study is important for destination development because it reflects on the factors causing reduced 

tourist flows to a destination. Destinations face many obstacles including seasonality problems, 

carrying capacity challenges, airlift capacity issues and many others. Tourist flows are the direct 

source of these problems. Too few or too many visitors cause challenges for destinations. In this study 

it was discussed how tourist flows from South Africa have declined, to the United Kingdom. There 

are several reasons for this decline. This study largely highlights the impact of visa restrictions, but 

also some other factors which influence declining tourist flows. The UK visa restrictions resulted in 

fewer visitors for the receiving country (the UK), which in this case does not really notice the impact 

of such losses as it has a vast number of tourists coming from many other source countries. There are 

however, significant social and economic effects for both countries as a result of visa-regimes.  

 

On a social level, the visa regime has caused resentment and hostility by South African passport-

holders, who indicate that the visa requirement makes them feel less welcome as visitors. Visa re-

strictions may be regarded as unfriendly acts or signs of suspicion against citizens of the affected 

country (Neumayer, 2006).  There is a stigma surrounding the UK visa-regime amongst South Afri-

cans. South Africans feel they are being unfairly treated by the UK because of this visa requirement. 

The visa application process is intense and off-putting, which makes many applicants question 

whether they are being treated like ordinary visitors or like unwanted terrorists, when travelling to 

the UK. This itself deters people from making trips to the UK. The cost and hassle of obtaining entry 

visas represent a hinderance for many travellers (Artal-Tur et al., 2016). The cost of standard UK 

visitor visas is exorbitant and unaffordable to most South Africans. The visa application process is 

tedious and invasive, making South Africans feel inferior and insignificant. South Africa is positioned 

alongside other visa-requiring countries such as Iraq, Afghanistan, Nigeria, Sri Lanka, Yemen, Syria, 

Sudan, Somalia and Libya. South Africans are viewed in the same category as citizens from war-torn, 

dysfunctional and collapsed states, despite the fact that a number of South Africans are of British 

heritage, and have forefathers who have fought in World Wars, for the Allied forces. The resentment 
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grows as South Africans experience visa restrictions to visit family members in the UK - a country 

they view as “the motherland”-  while other countries (such as Belize, Botswana, Namibia, Honduras, 

Guatemala, Samoa and Papua New Guinea and many more), with little or no cultural connections to 

the UK enjoy unrestricted entry as visitors.  Visas are an obstacle for travellers and can be viewed as 

powerful manifestations of exclusion (Neumayer, 2006), which help to maintain unequal access to 

foreign spaces and help to reinforce inequalities and disparities between people (Neumayer, 2006).  

 

On an economic level, the visa regime has also impacted Britain to some extent. Airline companies 

flying directly to the UK (British Airways, Virgin Atlantic and South African Airways) are 

experiencing financial losses from reduced passenger demand for these flights. Some of these airlines 

have reduced frequencies between South Africa and the UK and taken up routes which are more 

profitable. The transit visa requirement has meant that these airlines do not attract passengers who fly 

onwards to other destinations because obtaining a UK transit visa is a frustrating exercise for South 

African passport-holders. European coach tour companies also experience losses in revenue from the 

South African market since most passengers are starting their coach tours in Europe, to avoid having 

to obtain both the UK visa and Schengen visa.  This translates into a loss of income for the tourism 

sector of destination country economies (Bangwayo-Skeete and Skeete, 2017).  British hotels, airlines, 

tour operators, tourist attractions would benefit from South African visitors who would use their 

services. The UK economy is losing this business due to the visa requirement.  

 

It is costly for the UK government to run embassies and consulates which handle visa applications. 

The costs for staff, premises and the administration of visa processing is high.  It seems pointless to 

repeatedly keep issuing short-stay visas to South African passport-holders, unless generating revenue 

is the UK government’s intention.  Some governments raise revenue through visa fees (Bangwayo-

Skeete and Skeete, 2017).  Ultimately, South Africans who have little patience for the inconvenience 

and frustration of applying for UK visas will end up choosing other destinations where easier access 

is granted. The marketing of visa-free destinations, which offer reasonable prices captures the interest 

of the ordinary South African holidaymaker. Tourists prefer destinations where their purchasing 

power is favourable (Weaver and Opperman, 2006). Hence the UK is not on most holidaymakers’ 

lists. The visa requirement adds cost and inconvenience, so ordinary holidaymakers go elsewhere.  In 

countries where people have the potential and means to travel but they face visa restrictions, people 

often choose to travel to destinations where they encounter no entry restriction (Artal-Tur et al., 2016). 

This means a loss of income for Britain’s tourist industry. 

 

The fact that South Africa is repositioning itself politically might be a reason for the retention of the 
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UK’s visa regime.  Mobility restrictions between countries result from relationships between 

countries (Wang, 2004). The continued visa restriction by the UK might have political reasoning. 

Being a member of BRICS and SADC means South Africa belongs to extraordinary alliances, which 

Britain may not favour.  Neumayer (2006) states that governments may impose visa restrictions on 

countries which are not viewed as “friendly”. This is not logical though, because Britain is one of 

South Africa’s major trading partners and it is also a country with which it has colonial ties. Vezzoli 

and Flahaux (2017) state that colonial connections are significant for shaping travel opportunities  

between countries.  After several requests for the visa restriction to be removed, the UK has not 

budged.  Reciprocity is a common feature in visa restrictions (Artal-Tur et al., 2016).  The UK is the 

more influential country in this relationship. South Africa is therefore in a position of less power. 

South Africa responded by implementing visa restrictions for UK diplomats in 2014 24  . For a 

destination or country to be attractive in a very competitive global tourist market, it makes sense for 

visa-free access to be offered to attract tourists (O’Byrne 2001).  South Africa has not placed visa 

restrictions on business and leisure travellers with UK passports.  It is sensible for countries to allow 

easy access to tourists, particularly for tourists from major tourism source countries (Bangwayo-

Skeete and Skeete, 2017).  Britain  is one of South Africa’s major tourist source countries, so a visa 

restriction would prove detrimental for genuine tourists and business travellers from the UK.   

 

Ultimately, South African tourists are long-haul travellers, who travel a far distance to the UK. They 

generally stay in the UK for periods of up to 13,5 days (Fig. 5). The average spend of a South African 

visitor is GBP 1133 per visitor, per stay. This is a significant contribution to the British economy.  As 

the number of visitors has declined, the UK economy has lost a significant amount of potential income 

from the South African market. But at the same time, there is growing disinterest and resentment for 

the UK amongst many South Africans, who feel unwelcome in a country where they share a common 

culture and ancestral heritage.  The visa regime has affected the UK’s image in South Africa. Push 

and pull factors are important factors which stimulate tourists (March and Woodside, 2005).  The lack 

of marketing and promotion of Britain in South Africa has resulted in less pull factors for the UK as 

a tourist destination.  Intrinsic interest (push factors) to visit the UK has also decreased for most South 

Africans. What has resulted, is an interest in new destinations where things are not familiar.  Cultural 

differences therefore can enhance the allure of destinations (Yang et al., 2019).  This contrasts with 

the idea that tourists find favourability with familiarity (Seebaluck et. al, 2015). This situation has 

far-reaching consequences for the UK – both as a tourist destination and as a global leader. 

 

                                                
24 https://mg.co.za/article/2014-09-25-sa-takes-reciprocal-action-on-visas-for-british-diplomats 

https://mg.co.za/article/2014-09-25-sa-takes-reciprocal-action-on-visas-for-british-diplomats
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Key points  in the conclusion: 

 

Visa requirements have impacted on declining tourist flows from South Africa to the UK. 

A stigma surrounding the UK visa requirement, is causing resentment towards the UK. 

South Africans do not find the UK an affordable destination. 

Interests in different cultures and experiences are drawing South Africans to new destinations. 

South Africans prefer packaged tourism products with most inclusions paid upfront. 

 

6.1 Personal reflection 

 

It is believed that this study did in fact answer the research question which was posed. The author 

sought to analyse if the visa restriction resulted in less interest in travelling to the UK. The responses 

from the deductive component of this research point to this being true. The comments from survey 

respondents, as well as from interviewees confirmed the author’s assumption that South Africans feel 

resentment towards the UK and are thus not visiting as often, or at all.  

 

6.2 Evaluation of methods used 

 

The researcher believes that the data collected from both samples alludes to this. Qualitative 

interviews shed light on  the variety of possible factors which contribute to the decline in tourists 

from South Africa to the UK. The survey with South African travellers tests the hypothesis of the visa 

being the major cause of the declining tourist flows. The responses pointed to the visa requirement 

having the largest impact.  The researcher maintains that quantitative interviews, supplemented with 

a survey were an effective means to conduct this research.    

 

6.3 Limitations  

 

Due to the specific nature of the relationship between South Africa and the UK, the ability to 

generalize these findings to other cases is not probable. South Africa, with a sizable portion of citizens 

who claim  British heritage, is unique since these citizens face restricted entry to a country where they 

have vested interests and cultural connections.  Commonwealth countries like Australia, New Zealand 

and Canada,  have sizable portions of their populations with UK ancestry but do not face visa 

restrictions to enter the UK. Commonwealth countries (such as Kenya, Zimbabwe, Zambia and 

Malawi) with visa restricted entry to the UK, do not have sizable portions of their populations with 

UK ancestry and so this phenomenon of being “excluded” does not exist. 
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6.4  Recommendations 

 

6.4.1  For the UK  

 

The visa requirement has damaged Britain’s image as a destination, in South Africa. The British 

Government needs to be aware that this visa regime is causing ill-feelings and resentment for South 

Africans. The UK should review the visa requirement and make it more user-friendly and cost effec-

tive since many South Africans still want or need to travel to the UK.  Suggestions include : 

 

• Reducing the cost of UK visas 

• Offering a standard visa, which is valid for 10 years and which allows multiple entries for the 

full duration 

• Scrapping of the 2, 5 and 10 year multiple entry visas 

• Cancelling the transit visa requirement (for connecting flights at the same airport) 

• Offering e-visas (online processing, no interviews required) 

• Improved marketing of Britain as a tourist destination, in South Africa 

• Creating more exciting and cost-effective holiday packages to the UK 

 

6.4.2  For future studies 

 

This investigation turned out to have far more intricacies than expected. It is therefore possible for 

more in-depth studies of this topic to be done. More travel professionals could be included in the 

qualitative interviews, such as : tour companies, embassies, airlines and visa handling companies. To 

add to the depth of the study, detailed input from these participants would be beneficial. Qualitative 

interviews with actual South African travellers might also be useful, to better understand why South 

Africans are not choosing the UK and to determine the level of resentment for the visa requirement. 

In order to gain an understanding of where South Africans are travelling to, it would be necessary to 

go into detail. This means gathering data (statistics) for the number of South African visitors going 

to other destinations :  visa-free and visa-required destinations. 
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Appendix 1 : (Number of South African visitors to the United Kingdom) 

 

 

 

Number of visitors per year (2002 – 2017) 

 

2002 275 651 2010 207 975 

2003 266 425 2011 194 182 

2004 269 218 2012 210 680 

2005 306 483 2013 225 123 

2006 351 312 2014 216 639 

2007 296 613 2015 231 184 

2008 273 595 2016 188 094 

2009 244 544 2017 230 081 

 

Source : www.visitbritain.org/markets/south-africa 
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Appendix  2 : (Questions for semi-structured interviews) 

 

 

Visit Britain shows a decline in the number of South Africans travelling to the UK.  

 

Dropped from 351 000 in 2006 to 188 000 in 2016. Visa was implemented in 2009. 

 

I am investigating whether the visa regime has influenced this decline. 

 

     ********************** 

 

1. How would you describe the pattern of bookings to the UK over the last 10 years (from a 

business point of view) ?  

 

2. If there was a drop, what do you feel was the cause ? 

 

3. Can you describe clients' comments or reactions to needing a visa ? 

  

4. Did anything put people off from getting a visa ? cost/paperwork/time/inconvenience   

 

5. What other factors do you think may have caused the decline in tourism to the UK ? 

 

Any of these ? 

 

Cost of airfare 

High airport taxes 

Fewer direct flights to the UK      (SAA dropped CPT, SAA reduced JNB) 

Social problems in UK          (2011- riots/looting/neighbourhood lockdown) 

Security concerns in UK (suicide bombings in 2005, Westminster bridge killings, mosque 

killings) 

Cost of visa 

Hassle of getting the visa (visa location/documents/application 

forms/interview/requirements) 

Exchange rate 

Marketing of visa free destinations 

 

Any others you may know? 

 

6. Would you describe clients' attitudes towards the visa nowadays ? 

   

7. Are other destinations popular or  preferred ?   Why ? Which ones - if you can share ?  

 

8. How do clients feel about the cost of the UK visa ?        £ 95 for a short-use visa.  

  

9. How do clients feel about the procedure for obtaining the UK visa ?    

 

10. Do clients generally do the visa themselves or use a visa agent to handle this ? 
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Appendix 3 : (Demographics of South Africans who take overnight trips)  

 

 

 
 

 

Source : STATSSA annual tourism report (2017) 
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Appendix 4  : (Historical Exchange rates) 

 

 

 
 

Source : https://www.poundsterlinglive.com/bank-of-england-spot/historical-spot-exchange-

rates/gbp/GBP-to-ZAR 

 

 

 

 

ZAR to GBP (2002 to 2017) :  Exchange rates of the British Pound (GBP) to the South African 

Rand (ZAR) during the months of January, for the period 2002 – 2017.  

 

Month       Exchange rate  

8 January 2002 1 GBP = 16.67 ZAR 

10 January 2003 1 GBP = 13.66 ZAR  

13 January 2004 1 GBP = 12.76 ZAR 

3 January 2005 1 GBP = 10.81 ZAR 

17 January 2006 1 GBP = 10.63 ZAR 

20 January 2007 1 GBP = 14.10 ZAR 

23 January 2008 1 GBP = 13.85 ZAR 

13 January 2009 1 GBP = 14.56 ZAR 

4 January 2010 1 GBP = 11.75 ZAR 

6 January 2011 1 GBP = 10.52 ZAR 

21 January 2012 1 GBP = 12.34 ZAR 

22 January 2013 1 GBP = 14.05 ZAR 

13 January 2014 1 GBP = 17.65 ZAR  

27 January 2015 1 GBP = 17.53 ZAR 

19 January 2016 1 GBP = 23.67 ZAR 

20 January 2017 1 GBP = 16.71 ZAR 

 

Source : https://www.poundsterlinglive.com/bank-of-england-spot/historical-spot-exchange-

rates/gbp/GBP-to-ZAR 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.poundsterlinglive.com/bank-of-england-spot/historical-spot-exchange-rates/gbp/GBP-to-ZAR
https://www.poundsterlinglive.com/bank-of-england-spot/historical-spot-exchange-rates/gbp/GBP-to-ZAR
https://www.poundsterlinglive.com/bank-of-england-spot/historical-spot-exchange-rates/gbp/GBP-to-ZAR
https://www.poundsterlinglive.com/bank-of-england-spot/historical-spot-exchange-rates/gbp/GBP-to-ZAR
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Appendix 5 :  (Survey Results) 

 

There were 53 responses to the survey 

 

1. Have you travelled to the UK after 2009 (when the visa requirement was implemented)? 

 

Yes 52.8% 

No 47.2% 

 

2. How does the visa requirement make you feel as a potential visitor to the UK ? 

 

A valued guest  1.9 % 

No different to other nationalities 9.4% 

Slightly unwelcome or viewed as suspicious  60.4% 

An unwanted guest 28.3% 

 

3. What influence does the UK visa requirement have on you ? 

 

Makes me less likely to visit the UK 79.2 % 

Has no influence at all 18.9 % 

Makes me more likely to visit the UK 1.9 % 

 

4. If you were to visit the UK, which visa would you be more likely to obtain ? 

 

Short-stay visa (£ 95) 86.8 % 

2-year multiple entry visa (£ 361) 1.9% 

5-year multiple entry visa (£ 655) 1.9% 

10-year multiple entry visa (£ 822) 0 % 

Will not visit the UK 9.4 % 

 

5. How do you feel about the cost of the visa ? 

 

It is cheap 0 % 

The price is reasonable 11.3% 

It is expensive 83 % 

I am unsure 5.7 % 

 

6. How do you feel about the procedure of the UK visa application ? 

 

It is straightforward and uncomplicated 5.7 % 

It is quite challenging and inconvenient 26.4 % 

It is frustrating, tedious and off-putting 41.5 % 

I cannot comment 26.4 % 

 

7. How do you feel about the documentation and requirements for the UK visa ? 

 

Simple and hassle-free 3.8 % 

No different to other visa applications 17 % 

Bothersome and invasive 60.4 % 

I cannot comment 18.9 % 
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8. Do you feel the UK is a destination which offers value for money ? 

 

Yes 20.8 % 

No 67.9 % 

Unsure 11.3 % 

 

9. Are you interested in visiting destinations which offer visa-free entry ? 

 

Yes 92.5 % 

No 0 % 

Unsure 7.5 % 

 

10. Are you interested in visiting destinations which offer new experiences or different cultural 

immersions ? 

 

Yes 92.5 % 

No 1.9 % 

Unsure 5.7 % 

 

11. Might any of these factors deter you from visiting the UK ? Please select only 2. 

 

Visa requirement and visa cost 92.5 % 

Cost of goods and services in the UK 71.7 % 

Cost of flights to the UK  22.6 % 

Social or security issues in the UK 3.8 % 

Quality and standards in the UK 3.8 % 

Distance from South Africa 7.5 % 

Cultural Similarities 0 % 

 

12. Please indicate your age. 

 

20 – 29 years old 5.7 % 

30 – 39 years old 15.1 % 

40 – 49 years old 9.4 % 

50 – 59 years old 32.1 % 

Over 60 years old 37.7 % 

 

13. Please indicate whether you have family or friends in the UK. 

 

Yes 84.9 % 

No 15.1% 

 

14. Please indicate your level of education. 

 

No qualifications 0 % 

High School qualifications 13.2 % 

Commercial / Technical qualifications 24.5 % 

University qualifications 60.4 % 

Other 1.9 % 
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15. If you are able to share any information / opinions or comments about the UK visa 

requirements, please do so below. 

 

 

 

The process of applying for a British Visa is tedious and time consuming. I recently had to get a 

visa in a hurry and ended up paying an exorbitant amount of money because I had to pay for the 

help of a staff member and for the express visa application. I wish that the British Visa was the 

same as the USA visa, where you are given 10 years to use the same visitor’s visa. The UK Visa has 

the shortest amount of time on it, which means that inevitably I have to apply for a new visa every 

time I need to go to the UK to visit family. I feel that the price of a visa should dramatically be 

reduced to enable more people to visit friends and family in the UK . I feel that a cheaper visa 

would also encourage more tourism from South Africa. Many South Africans have British roots, 

and there could be a far larger number of South African visitors to Britain every year if it were not 

for the substantial cost of the Visa. I would personally also avoid tours to Europe that started or 

ended in the UK as this would mean an additional visa application and cost. 

 

Time consuming and the objectives of visa process application should be made easy as possible to 

ensure that the application process is painless and not so costly. Currency of the rand puts an added 

burden to South African citizens thus making travelling to the UK very expensive. 

 

Travel to the UK should still be Visa Free as it was before 2009 

 

Frustrating in applying for the Visa 

 

I recently applied for a UK Visa in order to attend a workshop in Scotland. Due to time constraints I 

was forced to apply for an emergency Visa. The cost was excessive in my view. Upon arriving to 

collect my Visa which I was told via email was ready, was then told it wasn't five days since 

application which in fact it was, and I was told to come back in the afternoon to see if it had arrived 

from the embassy but there were no guarantees. While standing in the queue, 3 people had similar 

issues and the assistance provided was less than satisfactory. Why does the process need to take so 

long as many people need to fly out at fairly short notice? Few have the luxury of planning a trip 

one month in advance. 

 

There are many hassle free and more affordable destinations to travel to! The UK due to the VISA 

restrictions would no longer be on the top of my list! I would maybe travel to the UK if I was 

already on holiday in mainland Europe. 

 

I have visited the UK about 10 times and find the visa very expensive. I am married to a UK citizen, 

and this makes no difference to the visa cost, even though it makes a difference for a Schengen visa 

(which is at no cost for a spouse of an EU citizen). The information the UK request is extensive, 

which no other visa requires. In addition, the rand pound exchange rate is prohibitive to travel in the 

UK. I would not visit so often if I didn't have friends and family there. 

 

The visa stops me from visiting friends over there. 

 

Haven’t applied for one but have heard from several people how complicated it is and far too much 

unnecessary personal information required. 

 

There should be pensioners discount (50%) as a suggestion. 
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Hopefully visas will be reduced in price or not required. 

 

It makes me feel excluded from visiting my family. 

 

As part of the commonwealth it is ridiculous that we as South Africans have to obtain a UK visa. 

This was not the case pre-2009. I will not visit the UK again unless this requirement is relaxed or 

abolished in the future. 

 

I enjoyed my visits to the UK before, but it is just too expensive to travel there at present. If I travel 

to Germany and Europe the borders are open which makes it easier / cost - effective to visit more 

than one country. 

 

I understand the need for Visa regulations but not the need for these to be so restrictive and 

expensive. 

 

Visa cost and Rand - value makes it difficult to visit UK. 

 

They restrict me from visiting my friends in the UK 

 

One world with no borders. Humanity is tired of wars & greedy arms manufacturing scumbag 

politicians. Governments are supposed to serve the people. But they all, or the large majority of 

them make decisions to suit their agendas & never the will of the people. It’s a horror show. 

 

Unfair to authentic visitors as these measures have been put in place to deter illegal migration. 

 

In the past , before the Visa requirement I would use London as a stop over and spend a few days 

visiting. Nowadays I would rather use the money I would spend on a Visa and extend my trip in 

another country, using London only to transit through. I think it is also, ridiculous to have to get a 

Visa when one arrives at Heathrow and departs from Gatwick. The thought of having to complete 

and submit paperwork for a Visa, besides the cost is off putting. Also, as a Common Wealth country, 

it should be free for South Africans. The irony in the Visa debacle is that the wealth is not 

common ... it goes to the UK. 

 

Applying for the UK visa and need to find out further information from the UK embassy, nobody 

answers the phone to assist.  The application requires a ton of info that does not have any bearing on 

anything.  The application online is not a very easy process. You first have to make the payment and 

then get informed on the documents that are required. This should be opposite. Finally, when you 

obtain the list, they even require the person you are staying with, municipal accounts and the invite 

via email. The proof of address and passport should be enough. The embassy appointment is not at 

the time allocated to you. Takes hours to be assisted. It’s not a smooth process at all. I spent 3 hours 

waiting just to go through reception to log my passport. Then wait a while for my biometrics. Why 

give me a specific time when it’s not accurate. No ways am I going through all that again... I'll be 

sightseeing as much as possible as I don’t think I'll be returning again. Too much effort, blood sweat 

and tears. 
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Appendix 6    (Package holiday offers, Flight Center Cresta, 12 May 2019) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source : Advertisements, Flight Center, Cresta Mall, Johannesburg (12 May 2019) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


